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THIRTY POLICE BILL BE
TESTED IN THE COURTS
lilt Dos Not Stand The Department Will Be Reduced
To 18 Patrolmen,1 Chief, 1 Captain and 1 Lieut.
No Allowance Made for the $1,500 Silver
Service Set Desired For The
Gunboat "Paducah"
.au ex pane mat is to be filed in
the -circtilt court by the city general
coancil in order to have tested the
new law enacted twelve months ago
ha the state legislature, compelling
' that police forces of thirty men
claintaitical in the Kentucky second
elass cities, which includes Paducah.
ahe republicans in the council and
aidermanicpodiss of this city, do not
believe thiatiewelaki will stand a test
in the courts, and yesterday afternoon
the democrats of these two boards
aiaaared with the republicans to let
thle tiyarte petition be filed in the
sin-tat-court so Judge Reed can pass
on the new law, and say whether it
‘11 salid or not. If it stands rhk test
the Paducah department continues
in service the thirty patrolmen put to
..ork the first of this month, while if
• the courts had the measure is not
legal, the police force will have to
be reduced to eighteen patrolmen,
ane chief, one captain and one lieu-
tenant.
'ilia agreement was reached yester-
oay afternoon whets the mayor had
..II the councilmen and aldermen to
ria et and decide what funds should be
aliawed this year for operating ex-
penses of each municipal department.
Every (said had been agreed on by
the general council members except
44 regards the police apportionment,
. taat for the "silver service sae
want to buy for the gunboat
aducah which is named after this
tty.
The republicans aant nnly eighteen
patrolmen on the force, the same as
:AA year. when $21,000 was allowert
,or operating that branch of the city
governIment. There is now in force
the ordinance allowing only eighteen
nun for the departipent, but last year
the democrats got the state legisla-
tur, to adopt the bill compelling em-
ployment of thirty patrolmen on the
steeartinent This new bill' Was effec-
tive last year. but the commis.
-loners did not put on the thirty men
%alail the first of this month The
cassinissioners and democrats in the
general council want $30.000 allowed
this year to pay the police force and
sits ptil expense. The republicans
claim the new state law is not legal
a. it takes lqcal government away
flan the municipal authorities here.
The republicans agreed yesterday that
I! the democrats would consent to
•ae ex parte suit to test the thirty
police measure that they, the repub-
licans would let Woo° be put in
',he police and jail fund for this year
and then a2,0oo pat in the contingent
fund. If the atate law is upheld by
the raurta, ;this $2.000 will be taken
trOtna the ' cotstinaerit deposit and
t•astaferred to the police and jail fund
laa make the $3o,000 uceded if the
thirty officers continue in the ser-
vice. U the state law is declared in-
valid, the force then come down to
eighteen, the $2,000 remains in the
caraingent fund, wbile as much of
the Woo° as needed will be used for
the eighteen police and city jail, and
that -part not used be carried in the
feud to the end of the year, when all
deposits not exhausted, are converted
into a general fund for whatever use
desired.
' At the request of the republicans
the boards decided not to allow the
$1.3.30 to buy the silver service set
for the gunboat Paducah. This being
all to be decided on, the funds to be
allowed were incoporated in a newly.
drawn ordinance, and Mayor Yeieer
had the council to meet in special ses-
sion last evening at which time first
and second adoption was given the
measure, that sets aside for each pub-
lic department the following for 1907
expenses:
Fire Depart ment--aallasoo
Salaries (legislati ire and executive
di pertinent* )-41 7400
Streets-$33,000.
laalice Department (including city







Pauper and Charity *including
Home of Friendless)--$3.800
Riverside Hospital--$s.000.
Sanitary (inchating pest house)--
Slaw • eaParks-$5,o.
taeneral Expense tinelndiug








U U. S. Gunboat "Paducah" Silver
Seavice-$1,300.
School Fund-$33,0S
The measure will now be adopted
by the alder:it:Mc board which will
be called to special session for this
purpose by the mayor.
Last night the council directed the
hoard of public works to build the
Flank walk from Thirteenth and Jack-
son streets across the fill to Plunk-
ett's Hill.
The Sa000 interest was allowed the
%Vs-quern German bank of Cincinnati
cn the $aoo,000 street afield, hospital
and markethouse bond issue. On the









SOIGNEE BOYD DISPOSED OF
HAWKINS OUTFIT FOR
$397 CASH.
Joseph Gourieux Leaves Entire Estate
to His Wife, DiffY G"rieUX—
Deeds *corded.
Aasignee Ed Farley, of the John
R. Roberts dry goods and notion
house, yesterday filed in the county
court, the schedule showing what
stock and assets Roberts has on hand.
Their value is placed at $6,osuo5 and
-consists of the stock of dry koods,
notions, furniture and store fixtures,
etc. The appraisers set aside the
amount of goods exempted, and also
$t6o Sir* Roberts is entitled to at the
rate of $ao for each of the four mem-
bers if his family, including himself,
wife. shild, and old colored servant
he has had for many years. The
schedule has not yet been filed show-




THE duitoilt THIS MORNING
SHOWED THINGS ON
A STAND.
Thousands of People Were Out Sun-
day Gaming Upon the Mighty
Ohio River Fronting Here.
The Ohio river came to a standstill
here yesterday ita the guage this
morning at 3 o'clock read what it
did at 7 o'clock yesterday morning,
45.71 feet, It Will doubtless begin fall-
jug today unless more rainfalls
appear, or a warm spell comes, melts
up all the snow and ice and causes it
to pour into the stream. The cold
weather of the past few days, holding
intact the snow and ice, helped the
river to come to a standstill by letting
the; volumes of water pass into the
slattippr before it cou, bantam-
ed from the snow and ice.
• Steamboatmen believe the worst
iNihow 'over and that the. stream will
begin to slowly decline, until it re-
cedes to its normal stage.
Sunday thousands of people were
the streets along the river front be-
ing crowded by sightseers, hundreds
of whom were not able to get down
during the week.
Yesterday's reports showed the








Mt. Carmel, 24-S, rising.
Nashville, 15.3, falling.
I5ttsburg, 4.5, falling.
St. Louis, tau, falling
Mt. Vernon, 48.8, rising
Burnside, 4.7, falling.
Carthage, 7.6, falling.
STRIP BOY IN COLD STORAGE
.,Im•••••
Hazer. at Mackinaw, Ill., -Pat Young
Man Through Ordeal.
•Mazhinaw, Ill., Jan. 28.-A young
stfldent attending the high school
here was taken to the cold storage
room and was there divested of all
his clothing as a hazing feat. In
the robe which nature provided him
,thrro7r-varffirdrtb go through an-
tics and other hazing feats that would
do justice to a big college. But the
,schill of the room is said to have in-
jured his health and the fathee of the
boy is seattching for the hazer* and if
CHARGED WITH I TEMPORARY INSANITY WILL
SELLING LIQUOR BE PLEA OF HARRY THAW
Assignee Sold Outfit
Assignee A. E. Boyd of the Charles
Hawkins cafe of Broadway has fin-
ished auctioning off the stock and fix-
tures of that establishment which
made an assisgnment several weeks
ago. He disposed of $toa worth at
private sale. and $agis at auction sale,
making Lyn altogether The total










Mrs. A. S. Merritt Accuses Her Hus-
band, L. D. Merritt of Breach
of the Awe
Theodore Peters of too Broadway,
was warranted yesterday on the
charge of selling intoxicating liquors
without a license permitting him to
engage in this character of business.
The case comes up today for trial.
Peters ran a saloon at this number
on Broadway until last July when his
license and other saloonists of
Eleven:h and Broadway vinoinity, were
taken away, account such crowds
hanging around the places, the thous-
ands of school children going that
way, would have to stand for insulting
remarks made to them. Since then
Peters has been conducting a "soft
drink" establishment at his place of
business. The first of this year he
put in an application for a license en-
titling him to operate a regular saloon
there, but 'his application has never
yet been acted on, like all other sa-
loonists, on account of the aldermanic
deadlock that was broken only a few
nights ago.
License Inspector George Lehnhard
yesterday got the warrant against
Peters, charging the latter with going
ahead and selling intoxicants without
the license first being issued.Joseph Gouriaux
The will of the late Joseph Gourieux
was probated yesterday in the county
court, it leaving everything to his .
widow, Mary Gourieux, who is' named-lax
administratrix without bond. The will
was written Ka/ember t6, 1996 and
the signature of the deceased was
witnessed by Gus G. Singleton. Mrs.
Gourieux qualified as the adeninistra-
trix, and also as guardian for her
minor children. There was trans-
ferred by the clerk, the state saloon
license of Joseph Gourieux, the estab-
lishment on North Fourth street hav-
ing been bought by Edward C. F.aker
& Co
Property Sold.
Land lying in the county has been
sold by Emma Coley to Florence
Adkins for $8o, and the deed filed for
record with the clerk.
Fean Lee transferred to T E.
Lydon for $260, land in the county
T. E. Lydon bought from E. W.
Valhittemore for Si and' other con-
siderations, property on the Soutll
Side of Jones street
Licensed to Marry.
Wedding licenses were issued ta
Lonnie Englert, aged 31, and Maggif
Peter, aged 18 bf the city. C. Reag
nolds. aged 2.2 and Ruth Daval'oaS
aged 17 of the city.
Notary Public.
Warren Sights has qualified before
the clerk as a notary public.
CASE LEFT OPEN.
Lawyers Have Not Yet pompleted
Rehkopf Individual Schedule.
On account of the lawyers in the
litigation being busy with suits in the
circuit court, Referee Bagby of the
bankrupt court yesterday left- open
for several days the E. Rehkopf in-
dividual bankrupt case, wherein Mr.
Rehkopf was ordered, to file by yen-
terday the schedule showing how
much property he owns, and what hi
liabilities are. The dopment is being
worked on, but the attorneys' other
duties engaging them, they cannot
finish it until the last of the week,
when it will then be lodged.
FILES EMIT FOR $3,loo,000
Receiver Charges Royal Insurance
Company With Misappropriation.
Freeport, II., Jan.28.-The Chicago
Title and Trust company, receiver for
the German Insurance company, filed
a suit in the circuit court against the
, Royal Insurance company to recover
$3,toopoo paid for reinsurance, the
plaintiff setting forth thit the money
belonged to the creditors and policy
holders of the German Insurance
AMANNAMIAM
Woodville Store Robbed.
Chief James Collins of the police
force, has received word from A.
ayendall the W'oculiIlle merchant, to
effect that a night or two ago thieves
broke into the establishment in that
little village down in the county, and
stole Eve gold watches, fifteen or
twenty rings, two knives, and thirty-
five pennies, the latter being taken
from the cash drawer of the postoffice
which is kept 311 the Kusendall store.
Defenses of Slayer of Millionaire White As Outlined BYHis Counsei—No Recourse to lkiwritten Law--
Important Conference Held Between Law-
yers, Relatives and the Flptilids--- ,
Attorney's Staten(
Butcher Shop Robbed.
J I) Eubanks of Seventh and
Boyd streets discovered Sunday morn-
ing that during the night before some-
one had broken into his butcher shop
and stole a can of lardfi half a hog.
and ;ix bags of flour. Iris establish-
ment is a very small one and the
burglars about cleaned him ip
Warranted by Wife.
Mrs. A. S. Merritt yesterday got
a warrant from Justice Emery,
against her husband, L. D. Merritt,
charging him with a breach of the
eace. The couple do not reside to-
gether and she claims he came to
her .home yesterday and refused to
let anyone in or out of the place.
The case will be tried at 2 o'clock
this afternoon by the magistrate.
•••1.1.1111111
New Nork. Jam 28.-Temporary
insanity, without recourse to the un-
written or co-called higher law, will
be the defense interposed by counsel
for Harry Kendall Thaw.
This absolute line of dektise was
finally decided upon today at an im-
portant conference held at the apart-
ments of Delphin Michael Delnuis,
senior counsel for Thaw. There were
present at this conference besides Ma.
Delmas, Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, wife of
the ac:used; Clifford NV Hartridge,
Thaw's closest friend and legal ad-
viser; John_ W. Gleason, Charles V.
McPike, Daniel O'Reilly and A. Rus-
sell Peabody, all of counsel for the
defense. • I
During the early part of a confer-
ence a mysterious new woman wit-
ness was ushered to the Delmas
apartment and for two hours inter-
rogated. Her statement was taken
by a stenographer and is consieered
of the most vital importance to the
case in the event of the prosecution
going beyond the strict letter of the
law and attacking the character of
the defendant. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
was 'an interested listener of the
young woman's story.
Thaw's counsel issued the following
authoriative statement tonight:
"Harry K. Thaw will be freed on
the strict application of the laws on
the statute books of the state of New
York. There will be no intervention
of any 'unwritten law,' as has been
surmised. We do not need to go be-
yond the statute books to convince
the jury that he should be acquitted.
"It will be shown to the jury that
t the time that Stanf.,ril White was
shot and killed in Madison Square
Someone Got Watch.
Sonic stranger reported to Captain
Harlan yesterday that his watch had
been stolen down about Second and
Washington streeM where he was
rambling around. He reported the
loss, gave a description of the ticker,
and then left the hall without giving
his name, but said he would come
back, therefore the authorities do not
know who he is.
Claims Stole Rasors.
M. A. Kramar was arrested laSt
night by Officers Gouriewc and Ter-
rell and locked up on the charge of
stealing five razors and other things
from a barber shop in Mechanicsburg.
Badges- Arrived.
The badges, for the new patrolmen
on the police department, arrived yes-,
tcrday from New York. There are
fourteen of them, all shield shaped.
Laundry Theft Charged.
Frank James, colored, railroad
brakeman, was arrested yesterday on
the charge of stealing packages of
*tarts, collars, etc.,. from the . Star
Laundry wagon.
Engaged in Fisticuff.
Buck Whitthurst and Captain
Young Taylor had a slight disagree-
ment over a business transaction, andfound will prosecute them to the ex- company. The case will be heard at yesterday morning Si 'First and
.aut to view the vast fields of water, tent of the law. a.. 
A 
. the March term. of oart. 
Broadway, had a fistictiff fight, result-.
roof garden Tha.;7̂ was laboring uoder
a spell of temporary insanity and did
not appreciate the cfifference between
right and wrong, and is therefore ir-
responsible for his act. A preponder-
ance of evadag,ce t9 catatlish that fact
will be adds**.
"The defeass is convinced that
should the district attorney call Eve-
lyn Nesbilfalthaw to the witness stand
to prove the mere fact uf the slayieg
of Stanford White when that icould
easily be oilmen- inp, other eye-wit-
nesses to the shooting he would not
only commit an act that would be
prejudicial to his own case, but would
appear before 4111.111atgitis a creel man.
"The prosecution cannot hope to
prove from Evelyn Nesbit Thaw any-
thing beyond the mere fact of the
shooting, zed that nobody disnia• in
the first place: and in the second it
can be proven by any number of other
witnesses. The district attorney can-
not exact any conversation that might
previously have been held between
husband and wife if we object. That
is as sacred SS any privileged item-
municatioo between lawyer anti Odient
or physician and patient.
"Stanfard White's 'character will
not be assailed in this jay tab° de-
fense. The defense' p fat ion-
duct its case along cle Ableand absolutely legal !net. • '
"It remains for the district attorney
to inject into this trial
would cause introduction stratony
that would tend to blackasn tIse char-
acter of individuals antakartade the
community."
. It is not belOved tonight that the
jury will be eisnpleted bef,,re Wed-
nesday or Thursday
sng in both being stinitnoned-litIore
the judge on a breach of the peace
charge. Mr. Taylor is the former
councilman, and present asuperintend-
ent of the dry docks, 'while Mr.
la,'hitchurst is a former policeman
Policeman Resigned.
Patrolman David Glass yesterday
handed his resignation to Chief Col-
lins. effective at once, as he goes to
St. Louis to take a run out -of that
city as engineer for "the Mobile &
Ohio railroad. He is an old engineer,
but the first of this year took a place
on the force which he has served
faithfully during his abort connection.
He is a fine young man and the com-
missioners regret to give him up. It
is not yet known who will succeed
him.
Forced to Lay Off.
Patrolman Wm. Orr was forced to
Lay off yesterday because of the frac-
Lured bone in his wrist, injured by
slipping and falling on the snow cov-
ered steps at his residence, Saturday
night.
BURIED YESTERDAY
Mrs. S. V. Davis Consigned to Her
Grave at Madisonville-Purdue
Child Died.
Mrs. Finnic Baker left Sunday for
afadisanville where' she attended the
funeral services over the remains of,
her sister-in-law, Mrs. S. V. Davis,
who dropped dead there Saturday
night of heart trouble. The cere-
monies occurred at a o'clock yester-
day afternoon, followed with inter-
ment .n the Madisonville cemetery.
Mary, the four-months-old child of
Mrs. Richard E. Purdue, of 826 North
Sixth street, died Sunday and was
buried yesterday at Oak Grove cethe-
tery .
FINE LECTURES.
Professor Payne Securing Presence of
Celebrated Actors.
st
Mr .Morris Hackett of the Louis
James Troupe which played here last
night, yesterday afternoon lectured to
the high school students at the Wash-
ington building on "The Haunts of
Shakespeare." He is a very learned4and eloquent man and closely held he
attention of the children for forty ye
minutes.
Profssor Payne -will have Charles
Hanford to speak to the students to-
morrow. He appears tomorrow' night
at The Kentucky 'with his fine com-
pany - • •_ .
NEARLY WELL
OF INJURIES
Mt JOHN SINNOTT, JR..- MILE
TO LEAVE FOR THE
SOUTH. AA•
Captain E. W. Ctumbaugh Slipped
and Fell on Steps With Painful
Results-Other Injured.
Mr John Sinnott, Jr has secovered
sufficiently with his eye injuries to
leave for Texas where 'he has gone on
a drumming trip for his whiskey
house. His eyes trouble aim a little
yet, but dot so the extent of prevent-
ing him from departing for a southern
tour, was confined here for about
two weiliirliNas result of the splintered
Klass Win into his eyes the night
‘runs Culprit heavcid a clam& of coil
through the coach Vindow of the
Iron Mountain train he was on, pass-
ing Sikeston, Mo., en route South. He
..as seated right beside the window
through which crashed the lump.
illipped-.760131 Steps.
(,aptain E. W. Crumbaugh. associ-
ate edSlazt pfhTlect_gc,gister, is confined
to bielloineWslikairth Seventh with
h*ared head which came
in staddtn and- hard contact yesterday
afterqu;sith the home's front steps
(
-fie was passing, when ha
slipped and fell backward with great
force, A. cutcut in the scalp,
but fortuniWrihF skull was not in-
jurretdwoand he "will lk out in a dayo
Anostrer Serious Slip.
Mr. Thomas Allen. of Arcadia, is
confined at his home with injuriea
caused by slipping on dm, ice oCreered
steps of,his residence yesterday morn
ing and falling backwards so that his
bead struck time top with awful force.
He was rendered unconscious and re-
ined in that conaihfbit Icie• many
'Fours, but is now doing better. No
fracture was caused. tp :the skull.
Run Over. By litheols.
Samuel' H. Cordcm of 713 North'
Eighth street, is confined at River-,
side hospital because of slight injuries
caused to his spine by Irons
his wagon Saturday at Tenth and Ad-
an two wheels passink ever his
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JURY OUT WITH SUIT OF
BOSWELL AGAINST BANK
'BOSWELL CLAIMS CITIZENS SAVINGS BANK KEPT MONEY
OF H.ENRY ARENZ UNDER ANOTHER NAME FROM THAT
SUED ON. THEREFORE IS LIABLE FOR THE COIN ATTACH-
ETV--JURY UNABLE THUS FAR TO DECIDE CASE OF JAMES
HERRING AGAINST MRS. MARY ALLISON — FRIEDMAN
AND KATTERJOH'N LITIGATION GOES OVER UNTIL
THURSDAY—JURY CASES ABOUT BEING WOUND UP.
The jury is now out, in the cir-
cuit court, with the suit of C. W. Bos-
well, of Mayfield, against the Citi-
zens Savings bank of this city, where-
in plaintiff seeks to recover $3,200
Iroin the bank. The evidence was
all in and attoreny's arguments fin-
ished yesterday afternoon, and the
litigation put in the hands of the jur-
ors for a decision. Iking unable to
reach a verdict by adjourning time
yesterday, the jury was dismissed to
return this morning and resume con-
sideration of the matter.
Boswell lost $6,000 speculating in
Henry Arena's bucket shop at May-
field, and suing, recovered from Arena
that amount. Boswell attached $2,-
Soo the Mayfield banks had of Arena's
money, and it was turned over to
ban. He attached money in the Citi-
zens Savings bank, but the latter1
claimed they had none there to the
credit of the name mentioned in the
attachment. Contending Arens did
ihsve Money at the bank, but under
another name, Boswell sues the bank
le recover.
The other jury was still., out at ad-
journment time yesterday, trying to
decide the suit of James Herring
against Mrs. Mary Allison, but reach-
ing no conclusion, they were dismiss-
ed until this morning also. Herring
claims Mrs. Allison gave him the ex-
duSive rigtt to get a purchaser for
Kr Saw= farm, and that he did get
a purchaser, but in the meantime Mrs. ,
Allison sold the place herself Her-
ring contends for $300 commission.
The suit of Mande K. Balthale-
ag.i:nat the Illinois I.ife Insurance
company was cOntinued until the next
tesrn of covet. She sues for $t.000 '
claimed due her as widow of the late ,
tones Balthaser, who it is alleged
held a policy for this sum in that com-
pany during life.
The other litigation set for yester-
41* wac not reached on account of •
ihc actions preceeding it taking up
all the court's time. It is Anna It ,
Scott administratrix of James Scott,
against the Illinois Central railroad;
for $25,000 damages, on account of •
her husband being killed by a switch '
engine in the Fulton yards where he
_
MORE LAWS ON INSURANCE
Urged by the president for the Dis-
trict of Columbia.
WO.hington, D. C., Jan ab—Preei.
dent Roosevelt yesterday sent tif con-
gress the following message favoring
a model insurance law in the District
of Columbia • . .
To the Senate and House of Repre•
sentatives:
I transmit herewith a report and
subsequent. letter from the superin-
tendent of the department of insur-
ance of the District of Columbia, an
a letter of Mr. Louis D. Brandois of
Boston in reference thereto. I agrei
with the recommendation of Mr
Drake that what is needed is an in-
surance law for the District of Colum
bia on the lines of the so-called Arnts
bill, already introduced in the housi
of representatives. revising it so as
to include in it all the desirable fea-
tures of the so-called uniform bill
Wads proper odificationt, after ex-
pert evision, this bill could be en-
acted into a law so comprehensive and
just that it would stand as a model
of equity. I regret greatly that there
is not national power to deal with
this subject, but inasmuch as this
seems at present to be the case, we
should at least establish a model law
in the Ditrict of Columbia.
I feel that the department of in-
suranse of the District of Columbia
should be made a bureau in the de-
partment of commerce and labor
Signed)
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
White House, Jan. 25, 1907,
Wealth Coming from Land.
The tremendous increase in wealth
in the United States has occurred
within the last few years. It is due
primarily to /he fortunate succession
of good crops and to the develop-
ment of natural resotirces. The west-
ern farmers and the southern planters
have had an abundance of grain and
corn and cotton to offer to the world,
and the prices which they have ob-
tained have enabled them to enjoy
remota' profit. The mine!' of -Mon-
tant. Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Nevada
and other western states have contrib-
nted enormous !urns to the material
wealth of the chuntry, and the sur-
face 'has hardly been scratched. With
the lind, both on the onrface and :
under the surface, thus literally mak-
ing money, the tide of prosperity has '
risen until it has touched every branch A laying hen is better than a stand-
off human Inc.—Washingtonlferald. ing mill.--From the Scotch.
was employed. This case will be
taken up today.
Today's Docket
There are tioaketed for trial today
the suits of J. W. Pendley for Floy
Pendley, vs. I. C.; J. W. Jackson vs.
Paducah Traction company; Max
Nahm and Joe Friedman vs. William
Katterjohn. By agreement the Fried-
man-Katterjohn suit has been set over
Livid next Thursday when it will be
taken up, and Judge Joseph Robbins
of Mayfield sit as special judge on
account of the regular judge, W. M.
Reed, being attoreny for the plaintiffs,
tl:ereby disqualified from presiding.
Nahm and Friedman sue to recover
from Katterjohn the $2.3cio Nahm and
Friedman had to pay The Register for
tearing the roof off the building for-
merly occupied by this paper at sio
Broadway, and letting rain pour in
and damage the newspaper plant.
K.'atterjohn was the contratcor who
did the biulding work for Nahm and
Friedman.
Hoy -Pendley uas hurt in a street
car hit at Eleventh and Broadway by
an I. C. train and sues for $1,ocio
&images through her father, she be-
ing under age.
Jackson claims damages for injuries
received on one of the traction com-
pany Cars.
In the litigation of A. C. Bruce
against the People's lictsne Purchas-
ing company, receiver Cecil Reed was
empowered to transfer property to
Sallie Hannin for Ueda.
The plaintiff withdrew her motion
tor a new trial of the suit of Mrs.
E. E. Jackson against the Postal Tele-
graph company She secured judg-
ment for $2.5 damages against the
company two weeks ago, because the
company did not promptly deliver to
Iler a message sent front Wingo noti-
faing Mrs. Jackson of the death of
her mother.
Felix G. Rudolph, as committee foe
Minnie Walker, Octavia Hughes and
Renn, was made the usual idiot
allowance.
Thursday the last of the jury cav.
siil be disposed of and the jurors
then dismissed so Judge Reed can
take up individually the actions sub-
ni:tted to him
WARNING TO YELLOWS.
Judge Will Have No Sensational Ac-
count- sf Murder Trial.
City Jinig. Going of Chicago open-
ed the hearing of chauncey Johantgen
and Dr H. W. Cox, charged with
the nrirder of Emily Miller. with a
warning to yellow newspapers that
sensational accounts of the trial must
cease. He told the reporters the,
question.of the excluaion of newspa-
per :nen from the hearing was not
a closed one.
"It government by the people in
this country shall ever prove a failure,
it will be because of the abuse of the
libeity of the press and the perver-
sion of the truth by the newspapers,'
he said. ''In certain papers I saw
the statement that Chauncey Joimant-,
gen, the defendant in this case. had
been permitted to sign his own bdhd.
This was as far from the truth as the
east is from the west
"There has been more harm done
by the reports of this case titan was
done by whoever committed this
crime Public morals ha at been more
debauched and the public virtue more
affronted"
Wishing Astor Good Luck.
It i5 quite fit that William NA'aldorf
! Astor and the countess of Westmore-
land should. wed. He has $2.3o,000.-
000 and a German fur peddler for an
ancestor. She is short of fash, but
ber ancestors were dukes and earls—
if one does not go to far back. Amer-
icans have bad a good deal of sym-
pathy for Mr. Astor ever since he de.-
cided to become a British subject
because in his opinion the United
States is no country for a gentleman
to live in longer than a week. New
York has managcd. to furnish him
an income that would. have enabled
him to make a creditable appeadance
in the best London society if he had
ever succeeded in breaking in. But
he has never been appreciated with
the same fervor *broad as in the
conntry of his birth. Even the Amer-
ican yell wnewspapers could " not
boost him along, although they had
tried to marry him to a score of wo-
men with titles, including Lady Ran-
dolph Churchill and Victoria, the
daughter of the prince of Wales. It
is to he hoped that the proposed un-
ion will be a happy one, for Mr. AR-
tor's life does not appear to have




SUPERVISORS TAKE UP THEIR
VALUATION DURING
TODAY.
Yesterday the Board Devoted to
"Blocking Off" Parts of the
City and Fixing the Price
of Ground.
Today the city board of supervisors
take up the question of Placing 'al
ues upon municipal franchises held by
corporations doing business in this
city, and judimg from expressions of
the board members it is more than
probable that a substantial raise w:II
be made on every grant of this na-
ture. In speaking of the franchises
sesterday Mr. Eli G. Boone, one of
the supervisors, said he thought all
of them were assessed entirely tan
low, and that increases would he
made in their assessed value when
they were entered into today.
There are onls a few franchises,
they being held by the Western Un-
ion Telegraph company, the Postal
Telegraph company. East Tennesste
Telephone company, Home Tele
phone company, Padticill Light and
Yower company, Paducah Traction
company, Paducah Steam Heating
company and Paducah Gas company.
The board yesterday spent the day
"blocking off" the city and then de-
ciding bow much per front foot each
piece of realty is worth in the respec-
tive blocks laid off. They would fix
a pAce on the corner property, and
then a figure slightly lower on the
hots between the cifirnerproperty along
both sides of the street. Instead
of assessing each man's property
piece by piece. ;they take three or four
Llocks then fia a figure, stipulating
that every foot of ground in these
blocks is worth that much, then multi-
ply this base figure into the number
sf feet each man owns, and it brings
the total valutaiton.
Mr. Boone thinks it well take three
weeks set for them to finish their
stork, the result of which will show
an average raise of about three per
cent, as compared to the figures ant
the city assessor's book, when they
are fiest turned over to the •upervis-
0-:.
TO MAKE THE DEAF HEAR
RY WIRELESS TELEPHONE
Ever since wireless telegraphy be-
came a practical system, the possibil-
ity of adapting a similar method to
telephony has been the subject of
comment, hut only recently have
plans which, seem to offer solutions
been suggested. These, we are told
by an editorial writer in the Electri-
I cal Review (New York, Defemberag), have well advanced in the exper-
imental stage. told eneasages have
been transmitted more than twenty
miles. The writer goes on to say:
"Interest has naturally been re - 1
\snewed in the subject, and there is
one phsse of it which is particularly
attractiie •A letter has been received
asking us what are the possibilities
of adapting .a wireless telephone sys-
tem to help the deaf The micro-
phone tas been found very useful in
this way, but it has several serious
disadvantages. One of these is the
cord attachment between transmit-
ter and the receiver. Another, which
is really more serious than at firs.
sight would appear, is the necessity
for the person to whom the deaf one
takes to speak into a telephlme in-
strument. This is really a hindrance
to conversation. It is embarrrssing
and requires a good deal of practice
before one can do it easily. Our cor-
respondent asks whether it would not
be possible to use one of the wire-
less systems, thus d,oinj away with
the cord and making the movements
of the deaf person as independent as
those of one wearing eyeglasses. This
one step alone would be a great help,
but if, further, the transmitter could
be constructed so that it was not
necessary for one to speak directly
into it, conversation would be much
easier and the serious disability of
the deaf largely removed."
Cast ill your care on God: that
einchor holds,—Tennyson.
N rich bride soles young
church.--From the German.
Prince's Love Affair.
Tlic crown prince of Sweden, now
legent. when a youth, fell in love
with the daughter ,of a country cler-
gyman. He wanted to renounce his
royal rights in order to iWarry the
girl of 'his choice, but his parents in-
duced him to give up any idea of
such an alliance. Tall and slight, with
a thoughtful, rather narrow face land
intelligent, sensitive eyes, this de-
scendant of a small French provin-
cial lawyer on the one hand and of
a long line of German Sovereigns on
the other, looks more like a civil en-
gineer than a future king.
s.erial association at its recent
semimonthly meeting decided in the
future to hisld secret meetings behind
closed doors to all that do not wear
the clerical robes. Reporters for the
to the daily press at the fleeting were ask-led to withdraw,
Ministers Exclude Reporters.
Objecting to too much publicity and
to the way their meetings have been




GRAND JURY WILL INVES-
TIGATE THE CHARGE
AGAINST HIM.
Jonas Smith Also Held Over to the
GrAnd jury, the Charge Being
Malicious Cutting.
Over to the circuit court grand jury
was Oscar Baker 'held when given a
trial yestdday morning iu the police
court by Judge Cross on the chate
of Obtaining money by false pretenses,
His bond was fixed at $300.
A young man from down in the
country went into Elrod's saloon on
South Second street and hung up his
overcoat. In a few moments he went
for the garment and it was missing.
It was found at lkect Ackurman's
second-hand store on lower Ken-
tucky avenue, where it is claimed Os-
car Baker had sold it for 75 cents
by claiming the coat belonged to him.
Jorias Smith, alias harry Smith,
was held over to the grand jury in
$300 bond for cutting another darkey
during a fight.
Mitch Caldwell was fined St and
costs for being drunk.
Tom Lutz got an assessment of $to
and costs for being drunk and disor-
derly.
Ballad at His Own illiedkias.
A tramp was one day strolling
through a wood that belonged to the
Duke of Norfolk.
The duke happened to meet him,
and said:
"Do you 'know you're walking on
my land?"
"Yoar land?" said the tramp. "Well.
I've got no land of my own, so I'm
oellged to walk on somebody's.
Where, though, did you get this
land?"
"I got it from my ancestors." said
the duke.
"And where did their ancestors get
it from?"
"They fought for ii"
"Come on, then,' said the tramp
fiercely, as he pulled off his coat, "and
I'll fight you for it."
But the duke retreating hastily, de-
clined to accept this fair offer.—
Washington Star.
Rseassed from Living Tomb.
A dense fog settled at E.rick's
Mills yesterday—one of the worst
fogs in the history of the comlan-
nity.
Edward Casey. a highly respected
wood chopper, naa caught under a
large fog banks which tumbled off a
cliff, and for nine beers was a pris-
oner.
The fog was so thick that he coull
not cut his way out with an as; but.
by superhuman effort', he chopped
away several blocks of fog, and thus
provided sufficient breathing space.
By beating his head against the
jagged edges of the fog bank he sig-
naled his friends, two 'miles away
Climbing to the top of the fug Her-
bert Johnson and John Kielnan threw
boiling water on the mass, and quickly
melted a shaft straight down to where
Casty was imprisoned. Then, with
the aid of a- rope. he was speedily
drawn to the surface.—Detroit stews.
Federal 'Judges Facing Criticsns.
Before the winter is over consid-
erable is likely to be heard about the
federal judges who overturn laws on
constitutional grounds after the ablest
lawyers among the nation's states?
men have spent weeks and months
in perfecting the katne. Recent de-
cisions with respect to the employers'
liability act have already started the
discussion.
In his last annual message to con-
gress the president referred to the
almost nochalant ease with which
federal judges declare unconstitution-
al measures which have been "sol-
emnly" considered by congress.
Almost everybody has forgotten
that Judges Evans and McCall were
once members of the • lower house
of congress. Neither of them made
a mark as a constitutional lawyer.
The fact is being pointeti out that
many occupants of the federal bench.
in the lower courts today are men
who, if their terms were to expire
this coming spring, would be known
as "lame ducks."' Most of them have
teen appointed simply to take care of
them when they get out of a job.
Judges Quarles of Wisconsin, McCo-
mas of Maryland and Pritchard of
North Carolina were all senators who
had lost out when elevated to life
positions on the bench. Aside from
Judges Evans and McCall, there is
Judge Dayton of West Virginia, who
was a member of the house. Few, if
any, of these jiidges when in congress
ever cut any figure in constitutional
debates. Inasmuch as President
Roosevelt has freely criticised judi-
cial decisions in the recent past, it
is probable that the policy of reward-
ing so-called "lame ducks" also maft
come in for criticism from other
sources of pub/ic life.
Why She -Went Home to Mother.
She—Will you have one lump or
two.
•Ile—Do you refer to the •
the biscuits?—New York Sun.
********••••••••••••••••••
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The above caption must astonish
many people outside of this city as




• SOLVING CAR SHORTAGE
****************•****••••*
The Washington Post a few days'
ago published the following interview
with L. B. Boswell, commissioner of
the Quincy, Ill., freight bureau:
"There is one way to solve the car
understood that the Cairo man refer- sthortage problem," said Lewis B.red to is yet in the land of the living. 
The heading of this brief article is 
Boswell of Quincy, Ill., at the Willard
' 
last night, "and that is to make, the
nevertheless, correct, says the Cairo 
Argus, 
great waterways of this country nav-
igable at all tims." Mr. Boswell is
Away back in the opening of the secretary of the Upper Mississippi
fifties, Stonewall Jackson was a stal- River Improvement association, which
wart lad in Northern Virginia. An- is endeavoring to secure front con-
other young man in the same vicinity srress an annual appropriation for the
nearing his majority was much of a improvement of the Mississippi front
politician and business man, accept- the mouth of the Missouri 'o Mimic-
ed as an equal among such although apolis. The project will cost about.
not old enough to vote. He was a $20.000.00o, but it is contended that
power in politics in his neighborhood the improvement resulting will be
and superintended a coal mine that worth much more than that amount
employed 300 voters. every year to the people of the United
A sharp contest for congress came States. "We have no tight on with
on, the parties being close in the railroads," continued Mr. Boswell.
strength in that district, and the re- .•wk know that if the Mississippi
suit was in doubt. The democratic river is made navigable front the falls
candidate went to the 'young coal JW the gulf it will not only provide a
mine overseer and told hint that he means Qi transportation for quanti-
feared defeat. Ile asked his young ties of products that now never leave
friend to use unusual exertion to save the farms, but it will result in increaso
him, and he was promised every vote ed. praduction, and the railroads wilt
young politician could give him. If 
htehye ec affne edt o  f  totitehsaendt hltep esohivpe
in the mine and as many more as the hare all 
was done and the democratic can- ments will reduce the cost of carriage
didatc was elected; but he had fcw only two cents a bushel on grain it
votes to spare. will save the people $30,coomoo a year.
lie recognized the fact that the The railroads today cannot carry the
produ:ts of this country. The Mis-
sissippi is God's gift to man, the nat-
ural ;wiry of commerce of the great
grain-growing country of the middle
west. If it ran between New York
and tlie Pacific it would have been
improVed long ago. From the mouth
of Os Missouri river fo Minneapolis
thefe is a stretch of 7oo miles, and
along that arc eighty-two towns and
cities wilt a population of a tnithoir
and a Leif people. The upper rL -
dra:na one-sixth of the territory •
thc United States. We have thc ton
nage, and capital is waiting to pro-
. vide the ships as soon as the river isognising the worthiness of thc appli- made navigable. The states alongcant for the place, with the spontane- the river raised in it more thanoas impulsiveness that jet character- 3.000,C100.000buittelsot wheat. oat..isvii him, the young ntan Stonewall corn and rye. Deducting itS per centapproached declared instantly that for home consumption leaves I -he should have the appointment, and ocio.ono to be stbipped. Why shouldas soon as the necessary correspond- this great country, with its vast areaenee could be conducted it was fade. of rich land waiting to be tilled inThus commenced the military ca- order to yield great quantities ofrecr of the renowned Gen Stonewall grain and other products not slomi-Jackson. who ranks in the annals of , sate the world commercially? Wethis country's great civil war second have the brains, the land, and the cap-'
balano Geo- Robert E. Lee as a dud' ital, and yet we stand by and let Gee-Lain on the Confederate side. Ile many make inroads into thc coon-died a young man.,comparatively..b, ut !tierce of the world which we shoals'his creator as a military hero yet lives ; control. This country can dominst,and is a highly respected iesident of the %odd commercially? but we mu•-thii city Although well advanced in isnprove our waterways, just as Getsyears, of MIMIC, he is as agile, both: many has done. All the natural ad-mentally and phyaicalls. a moat men vantages are with it.. sit„5,1,1 „„t
are at sixty. • %ash. them "
No Cairo man has had a more I
eventful life than has Capt. W. 11.1tos history is that of starling Sion,.
Williams. but the proudest event of wPII Jackson on gis military career
JACKSON A HERO •
youthful :nine overseer 'had elected
hint and was very grateful.' He told
his young friend to ask of him any-
thing within the bounds of reason in
his power to give and it should be
granted.
After in his seat, the congressman
had an appointment at West Point to
bestow. Young Stonewatl Jackson
Possessed a military taste and ambi-
tion, and he sought the appointment.
but had Wong opposition Knowing
the history of the political campaign
that seated the congressman, Jack-
son went to the young mine over-
seer and solicited his influence. Rec-
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent Let as bond the beam: yea pay for It se you
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When the authorities and their as-
aiatants who were engaged in deter-
mining a plan for the Panama canal
daclared in favor of a high level lake
as its central section, to be reached
by lifty flights of stairs which are
virtually what the locks by which
ships are to mount and dismount are,
inttead bf a sea-level channel, they
took upon themselves a great rails.
The sea-level plan involves the
aimplest sort of digging. When com-
pleted it would give a direct and safe
transit from sea to sea, while with
transit from sea to sea, but while this
was understood it was declared that
it would consume too much time todig it, and the greatest part of the
digging could be seared by taking
ahips titer the intervening hills of Cu-
lebra.
Atl that is required to do this is to
dam up the Cbangres river at Gatun
and construct there a lake 85 feet
above the isca and life the ships up
to it on one side and let them down
an another. .ks digging is the great
bugbear of the waYk that must be
dispensed with- as much as possible,
and so all foundations which ought
. to rest on the solid bedrock are to be
. laid on clay or sand, as the bedrock
is too far down.
The New York Tribune, which as
inily committed to the lock and dam
eshenie. seems to be a little distrust-oil of building on the sand. Says
thc Tribune "Gatun appears to be
the crux of the present isthmian ca-nal scheme, as Culebra was of De
leseeps. enterprise and as Bohai) was
iii the second French essay, and it'may properly be reckoned the great-• of them all. At Culebra there wasses novel problem, but merely the ex-cavation of a cutting precisely like in- , A Clever TestimoMal.c/asalomterable others in the world, save I Fay Templeton, triumphant and at-hat it would be larger than any of tractive as usual in "Forty-Fite Min-
ates from Broactaray,- always hassouse neat little story to divert her
company. One of her latest was
ileaggested to her by the numerous
demand* for testimonials always
pressing upon her by those who art-
privileged to render her a service
'To escape the annoyance of sue-
locks founded on sand or clay sur-
vive a single generation of men, muchless a century? Nobody can answer
this question. But the element ofdoubt is so serious that somethingought to be done to eliminate it fromthis great enterprise—New Orleans
Picayune.
Longfellow's Popularity.
No doubt it was largely becausethe obviousythus bounded his horizonthat Longfellow become so quicklyand so widely popular * • • His Au-
tographs were demanded • * at therate of seventy a day. Foolish ques-tions about his poems were rainedupon him. "Please inform sne'wheth-er yoar feelings were in sympathywith your immortal thought when youwrote the poem of 'The Bridge,'"was a typical example of such inquir-ies. Lovers appealed to him to writepoems for them to help them irr plead-ing their suits, one of them, at least,inviting him to "send bill." His "can-did opinion" was sought by the au-thors of worthless composition. Pro-
cessions passed his door, merely fosthe sake of looking at the old manas he sat in his chair at an upper win-dow. Strangers came to call—heonce received fourteen strangers ina single morning, and he was affableto all of them. • • • Nor was his re-
nown of a purely popular characterOxford and Cambridge bestoyed hon-orary degrees upon him. The admira-
tion of the masses was shared bysuch judges of literature as Dickens
and Hawthorne, who had "Evange-
line' read again to him shortly be-fore 'Ai% death —Francis Gribble inPut nama
I em. At Bohio theer was the prob-
lem of constructing on a foundation
the feet below sea level a da mrising
iso feet above sea level, which shoehlcreate an artificial lake some nules inextent by impoundiug the waters ofone of the most ungovernable streams
in the world—a river which some-time, rises tvienty fret in 1111 many eessaa she said the other day, "onehours. Some men who were confident must have a ready 'Iva, like that ofat an early date that the Bohio dam the clever and gallant young fellonwas quite practicable later regarded attached to thc British embassy atit AS quite impracticable. The prop- Weshington. When this gentleman
a
teititin at Gahm is much like that at had received the finishing touches atBraila', but much larger ay* mere dif- the hands of a prctty manicurist onlicult Connecticut avenue, one afternoonfiatun i% worth a little considers- and was about to leave, she lookeillion here It is the point at which at him with limpid eyes and softlythe line el the canal leaves the allie said:
vial plains and swamps and enters "'We are 143 grateful for any teitti.the hilly country it is propo.ed there monial from our patrons. Would youto ram the Charges river at a point mind favoring us with one?'where it is very much larger and "'On the contrary,' responded themore intractable than at Bohai. en Briton. should be delighted.' Theneft to (cranial its WIllefA and to ere- taking 3 card he wrote thereon theale a huge artificial lake Mhich shall following and handed it to her:form part of the canal. This dam is "'There is a divinity which shape.to be about nolo feet long. trio feet our ends --Young'. Magazinethick at the top and Jb25 feet thick
at the bottom, and rising to ott feet Curtis it Lincoln's Nonaination.above se2 level. It will impound a When the young orator sat down.lake 13 1 • 2 miles long, with an area his name passed from month toof ttO square miles and with a depth mouth. It was George William Cur-e( more than tem feet. Passage imp tis. I hail never seen him beforeand down to and from this lake will After the adjournment of that 'es-he effected • by mean' of duplicate ; *ion I went to him to thank him for• flights'of locks, each flight consisting nhat he had done. He Was then ineither of three locks of aI4 1-2 feet the flower of youthful manhood. A4lift or of two locks. of .sa t-a feet lift , he stood there 'in that convention,each. Each lack will be large enough ' towering over the vast multitude, histo accommodate the, largest ship in beautiful face radiant with resoliitethe week!. fervor, his singularly- melodious voiceti would naturally he supposed that thrilling with impassioned anxiety of• inch an enormous dam, supporting porpom. one might have seen in himthe waters of a considerable lake %ad an ideal. poetic embodiment of thethe ship. afloat on its waiters. would best of that moral impulse and thatbe 'milt of riolid Pwotonry'on bedrock. Lofty enthusiasm which aroused the4 Tat it was found that the bedrock is people of the north to the decisive3no fuey Below sea level, and this struggle against slavery. We becameundid require immense excavations f'friends then and there, and we re-. prospect of so much digging mained friends to the day of his
a
scared off the engineers who are ex- acalh - -Cart Si bilia Rensini4cencespeeled, if not actually ordered, to in areClures.mike a quick job, and so the bed-rock foundation is not to be thought Boonsing Miss Myrtle.of. Moreover, it is considered cheap- The world is full of women whoerto make an earthen darn than One can amuse the ordinary man. Theyof *tam or concrete, and instead of can sing, dance or recite to him; canbedrock it cad rest on clay or sand. paint, write or decorate in a mannerSince it has been concluded that a most pleasing, but the poor man oft-dam ori wall of earth half a mile thick en goes begging „for a woman whost the 'bottom and too fcct thick at can sew on buttons or mend histate top will be sufficient to dam and clothes; -who can cook his food with-control the Chagres river, the prob- economy and flavor to his taste.—km Is imple enough. The engineers San Augustine Vidette. •find It Gatun at a depth of fifty feet Miss Myrtle Loggins, the charm-* thick stratum of what is termed ing editor of the Vidette can make"soft rock" and is probably an inslu- the average man out hunting for a-rated clay or sand, and they believe wife imagine he is being entertainedthat will be a good enough founda- by an angel, whether he does histine Probably few would question courting in the kitchen or in the par-it if that indurated formation extend- lot. Those East Texas girls have atl downward to the bedrock. But wonderful knack for flavoring a man'sthat, apparently, it does not do, for life to suit his taste, whether he bethere :s between it and the bed rock rich or poor.—Houston Post.a stratum of softer nlaterial, perhapsof mud. The question then arises NINE-FOOT BED SHEETS.whether that layer of "soft rock" issufficiently integral and impervibus Bill in Wisconsin Legislature to Bringto sustain the dam and locks and to . oHtels to Time.'prevent the impounded floods from Madison, Wis., Jan. 28.—Sheets in
1,4 
making a passage down to the soft- WiscOnSiti hotels muse • be nine feetet- stratum below and thus perhaps long, ther'a 1M-eV 'Individual towelsundermining the whole Fork. in each room, and bed clothing mustHere ecema to be set forth an ele- be aired daily, if a bill introduced byment of doubt, uncertainty and ignor- Senator Barter passes the legisla-ance that is to enter into this create' t ture,engineering work since the Egyptian Senator Barker declares many ho.pyramids. and at a cost that must tels in the state are unkempt, sail-have rivaled that of all the titantic ficientl! so, he says, to "make a bractbuilding done by the ancient Egyp- monkey sick." While the senator isflame But their work has withstood not above the average in height.ill the destructive forces both of rta- want heets long enough so that hiscure and of man for thousands of toes Mil not be thrust out kat. theBut will the Gatlin dam and cold.
DISCOVERY OF A PATCH WORTH
A SMALL FORTUNE.
Studeat of a University Law SchoolLa Bangor, Maine, Finds a
Mysterious Source of
Biche
If a rich vein of gold-bearing quartshad been disoavered on the aide ofWhitney's mountain the rush of fortune seekers would not have beengreater than it has been to Sarsaparillagully durisg the last few weeks, ow-ing to the finding of ginseng ia greatquantities in the gravelly soil on thegully tanks, says a recent Newburg(Me) report.
The pioneer In the business is Ulm• Tkurlongb, a student at the Did-vervity of Maine law school, in Bea-▪ r. Last year it was aotieed thatb• joined In none of the Saturdaygames played by the students.
The reason Thuriough sosigned Mrabsenting himself every Saturday wasthat he wanted to go to his borne inFairfield and pass the Sabbath withhis parents, though it was noticed thathe serer left his boarding Place onrainy Saturdays. Further research de-veloped the fact that he was tinYlallexpensive seta of law books and tilinghis room with costly furniture.
Finally, when he bought a Wepiano and had it installed in his room.the gossips- learned the secret of kbsudien &seems to riches, and most ofthe enustry had something to talkabout for a year to come. The explarRation made by young Tharlough vuvary simple.
Me bad an suet living In Newburg,and one day when las was calling onher the family went to Sarsaparilla gel-ley to dig roots for the usual springbitters. The fame of the root. ofSarsaparilla galley had gone throughthe cavity years before.
By sprouting whole corn and thendrying it, sad grinding ths grain andWaring it with sarsaparilla root andspruce brush and cbeekerberry leavesand sugar, and then adding yeast andleafing the compound ferment, the resi-dents were able to reach a conditionof absolute health
As young Thurlough helped to dig
the health-giving roots be noticed they
were bigger and more rulpy than or.Malin, sarsaparilla, and with a view
of identifying the species to which the
plants belonged. be took samples te
Prot. Munson at Orono, who at ones
decided they were ginseng roots. Sub-sequent proceedings were easy.
Having a good working knowledge
of the law, young Thurlough bondedthe land lying on either 1;de of the
gully.and spent all of his spare time dig
ging and preparing the ginseng root
for which there was a quirk sale al
12.60 a pound. By remaining sitent
aaneerning his source of revenue, Mslaw student cleared up about $10,001
last year, and sold his provisional
lease to • Boston company for $11,004
In cash.
It !smarted that the oompanY has du/and eold ginseng roots valued at lit.
000 the past season, and now that th•
affair is no longer a secret. hundred,
of eager people are bunting DUB1011!
and Newburg hills in the hope of
finding another ginseng plantation
Many acres of pasture and woodland
have been dug over, but with missals
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park waielnjalong the east side of the Bronx rivetnot far from the subway entrance havebeen interes*.ed in a circular net thaowas placed in the stream a few day?
ago. It was put there. reports the
New York Sun, for the double purpose of supplying fish dinners to thebirds of the zoo and specimens foi
the aquarium at the Battery.
A row of stakes near the bank leadsout to the net, which is funnel shaped
with the large end indhore. The Ilsecoming to the bank to feed onteethe
mourn and naturally swim back intodeep water. but they dad the net nar-rowing, and when they elide throughthe small hole in the end of the fun-
nel they are trapped within a largemnet or the same style. The net is
about 15 feet long and four feet wide
at the mouth.
, Carp Ind suckers weighing from s
quarter of a pound to three poends
have been taken in this way for the
benefit of the zoo eagles, cranes and
vultures. The kee7ers say that the
biras appreciate this fresh ash.
All the pickirel and harts captured
are sent to the aquarium to be ex-
hibited, or In emergency to be fed to
their fellows. A few eels and mud
turtles wander into the net.
It Was All Oyer.
"No more will I hear his footsteps
on Yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hour of eight."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the old parlor light will newerourn low for him again."
'You don't mean itr
"I do, and furthermore, he will .nevertit on this sofa three Lights a weekand call me pet navies as he has beenloing for the past two years."
"I am astonished."
"And to-night I am going to burn allthe old love letters in my trunk.""B—but why are you going to die-lard him?" •
"Discard ham? Why, you goose, :




•IIENRY SQUIRES, THE FAMOUSTENOR, KNEW 52
OPERAS.
Was a Warm Friend of Joe Jeffer-son Whom He Met in
Australia.
Burlington, Iowa, Jan. a8.—Withthe death of Henry Squires in thehome of his sister-in-law, Mrs. C. P.Squires, beneath the shade of NorthHills' trees, the earthly career-endedof a man who, though excluded frompublicity for many years, was at onetime the greatest American tenorsinger in the world. Durliig his as-tendency he sang the important partsin many of the grand operas and wasknown in every country on the globe.He possessed a voice of rare sweet-ness and power and retained it up toa late time in life.
He began his musical caecer at anearly age in the town of Bennington,Vt., where fie was born in ifists Un-der the guidance of the local teachersthere he developed the promise of aremarkable tenor voice. He studiedhard and finally went to Italy andbeam, became one of the leaders of themusical world. He was a master ofthe Italian and French language andsans; with perfection in either, whilealso doing mch excellent work inEnglish. He sang in numerous grandopera troupes and traveled all overthe world.
Friend of Joe Jefferson.A year in Australia led to an ac-quaintance that became one of thepleasantest features of his public ca-reer. While singing in afelbournme: the late Joseph Jefferson arid aniiitimate companionship ensued thatlasted during the time he spent inAustralia. It led to a permanentfsiendship that dfd not end until thedeath of the noted adtor.
Ira his operatic work Mr. Squireswas associated with some of tate mostfamous singers in history. He sangthe tenor roles in support of CarlottaPatti, then famous, a sister of thediva. Hc was associated with Wit-ham Vincent Wallace, who wrote theoaeras "Maritana" and "Lurline." lieai:ernated irk many important tenorroles with thc famous Italian tenorBrignoli.
One o fthe most notable appear-ance% was in the series of concertsgiven by Jenny Lind in Castle Gar-den, New York. under the manage-ment of I'. T. Barnum. Squires sangall the tenor numbers M those con:ccrts and on the progarmthes appear:the name of Theobut Thomas, thenbut a marvelous technique and rapally securing recognition.
Knew Fifty-two Operas.Mr. Squires had 3 marvelous mem-ory and during his public career hememorized the tenor roles of fifty-twoKraut] operas nad never forgot them.One oL his pleasures during his lat-ter days was to regale his intimateswith accounts of his experiences. Un-fortunately no written record waslet of these and the world has lostatiteh that would be of great valueto it in musical anecdote and history.He did keep a diary, which becamequite bulky. but unfortunately uponthe death of his wife he cast ir intothe flames as though he wished tobury with _hie beloved dead the inti-mate history of their exepriences to-gether in public and private life.
Mr. Squires Was married in 1/1170to Miss Lucy. Hayes, then the primadOnea af the Lister Grand Operacompany. of which Mr. Squires wasthe leading tenor. Subseqquently heretired and settled down m Paris.where he resided until the death ofhis wife in 1896. He then elide toAmerica and spent some time in var-ion. cities. chiefly Bennington, Vt..and later in Burlington. where he hadsince resided.
Passing of the Muck Rake.An intercoing bit of evidence thatthe wick rake period in magazine ar-ticles ;i over has been contributed byone of the Little Schoolmaster's newsstand friends, Pearson.% published anarticle about the president in Janu-
earl, under the title of "Theodore theMeddler" in the article itself noth-ing Was shown except that the presi-dent is pretty active in all govern-ment departments, in congress anda hundred othr channels; but Pear-son's advertised the article by its titlein such a way that one might haveinferred that it criticized the presi-dent's motives and methods.' Whenthe month's magazines had beencleaned up this newsdealer found thatpractically all his Pearson's were left,and in looking into the matter wasled to conclude that this title on thecover, "Theodore 'a- Meddler," haddone the business. This may, of cotvsehave been an isolated instance, but if
the senate and' house -have for •five
years been bucking President Roose-
velt's popularity, only to strengthen
it there Might be good businass rea-sons for a magazine to leave it
—Printers' Ink:
Scratch a chronic critic and yoli
find a hypocrite.
Maine Indians can travel on the
state railrends for half fare.
Mattil9 Efingera Co.
.Undertakers and Embalmers.130,8. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
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are aerthosixed,to. announce the
catödac of foe A. Purchase for city
, taibiect to the .actiosi el the
-ratic Phatf.
are authorized to anaosnce the
ti acy of IV. T. (Billy) Itaell for
cittjaikr, %object to the lotion of
ttxrIdetilMOCratie party.
ate authorised to announce the
c 'dace of Sam L Beadles kr city
Jar. subject to the action of the
tiemoeratic party.
Railroad Clormnienionee.-
4V.c are authorized to anwounce
George W. l_andram. of Livingeton
•coginty. as a conididate for raikoad
elgimissioeier frona_the Firs,- Red-
ick district of Kentucky: subfeet to




ei the recommendations of the pos-
tal commission, as outlined in their
riport, jest made public on the sec-
i.h class mail eriailege, are adopted
ie win create something of a revolu-
tion in the publishing business,- and
especially is that of the Sunday cita-
tions of the metropolitan 'dailies. In
the first pla:e at least onc half of
the .paper must be composed of read-
iag matter, and an issue of forty-
eight pages instead of 'being composed
.4 eighteen pages of reading matter
and thirty pages of advertising mast
have at least twenty-dour pages of
ePading matter. The recommenda-
:ions of the cemmission will bar the
ondicate magazine section from the
Mails as the not of sapplements will
•
he permitted oitly for matter germane
to the scgular issue of the newspaper
.*d canuot contgen advertieements. nor
printed on paper of •a quality other
than that-otsed iv the regular iisue.
• Nfany of the magazines will be hit
itard by the recommendations on the
wore of tot permitting over 50 per
, writ of the publication to tie used
for advertisements. Some of the
itagazines publish fifty pages of read-
ing matter and nearly a hundred..
ges of adeertisetncuts. Magazines
;*holly of fiction oivetabp.ilcisied the
Assecond class -rate. "
I
' Taken as St whole the work and
iggestions ol the commission seem
be on the right line, and if adopted
Ahey will curtail very :materially the
s giurdela tilseed-;4411e, second dais
toe; snit bri about risJica! rtiorms‘41,
A winter in *Taylor-Trotwood
•Ifla zine. a.Naapdfr.jmtixlical its
discussing the negro iihh&Gon, points
out the truth where he says the
Stn.
negro's plaes::.ls in the South. The
isnathern people understand the race,
atiii the ncgsees understand the white
tos
TheNtItilfht. kind of a pegro,'
and we mean by this, the one who ia
industrious and a goV. .citizea, cast
always get along in de South. TI1
slather kind cannot get along inyt
where. The magazine writer says:
"The Senithern svhite man, tindei.
normal conditions, in the absence of
excitement and irritating circum-
stances, is the neves best friend. He
:cat. here work out ges_tigy,
as natural law movei—thlTiegfi gen-
erations, and he will reach his goal
as-14411Yr, it by high or Itovi,id no
man should obstruct, or deny him
this. it is only insisted that he is
not yet fitted for the elective fran-
chise unrestricted—a right, as jurists
hold, not springing out of man's na-
ture, but a civil right to be conferred
by the state uonn theme most capable
of its intelligent exercise. Now is it
conferred by the Fourteenth arid
•.Flft4enth 'amendments to the consti-
tution; those amendments are merely
limitations upon the state preventing
them from enacting a law excluding
negroes from voting because they are
negroes.
"They do not prevent restrictions
upon voting, if reasonable, and ap-
plied to both races."
The detective deportment of St.
Louis has had a shakenup and
Chief Desmond, a man with a na-
has been reduced to
a captaincy, and he has I been suc-
ceeded by a former metlaber of the
department who was let out by the
old bard of commissioners becanse
he was. tosslactive in ferreting
the gambling dens.
Several months ago, the present
boasd served notice ion -tthe-Adepart-
ment that public gemblhig Sin St.
,Louis must cease or Desmond's head
would go off. Things were suffered
to go on just as before and the
board has made good its threat.
out
The campaign for municipal officers
shill soon be in full blast, and it be-
hooves the good people of Paducah
to get together and take ;a hand in
politics. Every citizen and tax-
payee is more interested in who
'Shall have .charge of tIse affairs of





fill the lie offices, and
Washing Good clean
be elected to office in
it will require
part of the good people.
INSANITY INCREASING.
Secre•ary of State Mabee
Startling Statements.
Chicago, Jan. 28.—Insanity ill Illi-
nois is increasing at an alarming rate,
wits the statement made by W. C.
Graves, secretary of the state board
of charities, in an address before the
co-operative class of the First Coh-
gregational Church at Evanston yes-
terday. Every state hospital, he said,
was overcrowded, and within six
moths, he ,'aid, it will be necessary
to return patients to inadetteate coun-
ts- almslousses unit-4 the state im-
mediately provides additional accom-
modations for the care and treatment
of additional patients.
"The number of patient, in the
asylinns for the insane in Illinois is
increasing at the rate of 317 a year,"
said Mr. Graves.
The board of charities recommends
the establishment of a farm colony
for cottages for epileptics. For the
,eare of consumptives, the board rec-
ommends an appropriation of 115o.000
for the creation of a state sanitarium.
of which $32.000 is for land. $100.000
Elm buildings and equipment and PR,-
linos for maintenance for part of the
coming biennial period..
FROM THE CHURCH
To the Levee to Repair Break People
Rush.
Cardi, Ills Jan. it —A large leak
developed in the levee at Shawnee-
town yesterday and huneeds of chi-
.ens rushed to the place to aid in re-
pair work. Services in the churches
mere suspended to permit the citi-
Ziftli to fight- the flood. The river
registers fifty-two and eight-tenths
inches and is slowly rising. The first
fatality occurred at New Harmony
when the four-year-old son of %Vai-
l:am Stanley fell into a pool formed
hy the backwater and was drowned.
New Haven is isolated and the citi-
lens are suffering.
A WASHTUB HEIRESS
To Participate in Vast Estate But
Not ...no_rrying.
Pittsburg. Pa., Jan. 28. —Miss Viola
Saylor Dixon, of Etna, is not worry-
ing over the prospects of participating
is a vast estate, and says she really
noes not care if she never gels the
P!Ohey.
She stopped her work at the wash-
tub long enough to explain that she
liad received word that the c4tatc of
6),coo acres of land in and about St.
Anthony's Falls, Minn, left by her
great-grandfather, is soon to be di-
vided.
"li•I do getzthe money," said Mrs.
Dixon, "we'll probably get a better
Louse, hitt if ,the lord wills that r
don't Act the Money it will not make
eny difference with me. I'll be jus:
the same and kccp on working away
at something. I have worked hard
all my life. and I am not losing any
steep over, this prospect, for it will
niake so little difference to me."
COAL STRIKE STIRS COUNTY
Fabulous Woes Are Asked for Land
• Neer LA Porte, Ind.: 5. •
•
Lo Porte. Ind , Jan. 28.—Intense
excitement has been caused by the
striking of rich coal veins on the
Miller farm, east of Mill Creek, this
county., The land is now held at a
fabulous value and experts have been
called to mate examinations. Coal
in paying qua'ntities has not hereto-






ANOTHER LINE NO LAWYERS WOMAN'S TALKS REMODEL THE
FOR HARRIMAN NEED APPLY INTERESTING IVEAKS. BUIL111111 4
TAKES FRUIT AND VEGET- INDIANS IN WINNEBAGO 08- LARGE AUDIENCES HEARING
ABLE BUSINESS FROM jECT TO SERVICES OF MRS. CARRIE LE.HMAN'S
ARMOUR LEGAL LIGHTS. LECTURE.
New and Up-to-Date Refrigerator
Cars Will Handle The Cali-
fornia Business.
icago, Jan. .8.—As alt auxffiary
Harriman lines the 'Pacific
Express company will soon take
the California fruit and vegetable
bness now being handled in
Armour cars. The cars of the Marra-
mon lines are all new and modern
and will be operated between the
Pacific coast, California in particular,
and the East.
The company has ordered 6.000
cars. Of this total the first boo are
now being received and the balance
is to be delivered at the rate of istoo
a month.
!The cars will probably be the best
ever bperated in the refrigerator ser-
vice. Besides combining the *latest
system of refrigerating they .have
steel underframes and other ap-
pliances best adapted to withstand
rough usage.
The Pacific Fruit Express company
will be operated independently of the
union and Southern roads, and in
idle seasons the cars may be rented
to roads and lines in other part. of
the country.
C. M. Secrist, connected with the
Harriman lines for twenty-one fears,
ha, been appointed general manager
of the new company with headquar-
ters in Chicago. Mr. Secrist started
railroading as telegraph operator and
station agent, but has been in the gen-
eral traffic department the major part
of his career. He W2S chief clerk for
the freight traffic manager of the
Union Pacific in Omaha for several
years. More rocently he has occupied
a similar position for J. C. Stubbs,
traffic director of the Union and
Southern Pacific systems in Chicago.
PREACHED SERMON







Hazleton, Ind.. Jan. aft.—News of
a rumored double drowning in Hell's
Neck, the flooded district, reached
here Saturday afternoon, q the
evening an evangelist made an ex-
cellent argument on the supposed
drowning,' but later it was learned
that no lives were lost, though two
men, Dean Decker 2nd Russell Shel-
ton, while returning to tbe Neck from
Hazelton. were rescued after their
boat became unmanageable at the
towhead below here.
The two men, it is said, had lost
one of their oars and with the tem-
perature but ten above zero they were
soon helpless from the cold.
RICHARD REPENTS.
- --
Mansfield Reinstates Miss Dunn, His
Leading Lady.
Cleveland, O., Jan. aft —Foiloanig
his action in reinstating Miss Emma
Dunn, one of the principals of his
company. after having discharged her,
Richard Mansfield today reinstated his
stage carpenter, Samuel Goldner.
whom he dischirged for calling him
"a big stiff, and windbag,' with only,
about an hour's notice prior to the
performance, Mansfield tonight
changed his bill from "Dr. Jelcyl and
Mr. Il.yde" to "Beau Brummel." It
is asserted he did this in celebration
of Miss Dunn's return to the fold, and
as a sort of a fatted calf offering. as
in Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde" Miss
Dunn has no part, whereas in "Beau
itrummel" she has a pretentious part,
Mansfield played with more than
usual good cheer tonight and seemed
happy to have settled his gage family
troubles.
A FATAL STAND.
Boy Dies From Injuries Received
Amusing His Father.
Philadelphia, Jan. 28.—Standing on
his head to amuse his father aA
brother caused the death of Walter
Higgins, 8 years oid, of No. 1,315 East
Oxford street. Thit little fellow, who
was in high spirits-the day before his
death, capered about the home and
stood on his head several times.
Late in the afternoon he complain-
ed that his head ached, and the- pain
continued all night. The next day
a doctor was called in, but the pain
grew worse instead of better, and bt
4 o'clock in the afternoon he became
unconscious, dying three hours later.
Death, according to the physicians,
nits caused by cerebral hemorrhage:
brought about by a rapid flow of
blood to the brain us the box- stood
On his head. fit
Kills Cortwadle.
211.--lo an
in a saloon near Fort
Willi‘n F.
Winbarger of the, coast .artilleity shot
and killed Prioate Gosny, also of the
coast artillery, Winebarger surren-
desereJ hintself,, •
4#1'
Disciples of Blackstone Find The
Field In This Reservation Not
a Fertile One.
Winnebago City, Neb., Jail. sS.- In-
dians of the Winnebago reservation
refuse to patronize a middleman in
legal matters. They insist on doing
business direct with a firm or an in-
dividual, and the first attorney who
has appeared on the reservation and
opened up an office here has had an
experience which will make the sec-
ond lawyer among the Indians slow
to hang out his shingle.
And besides the physical force of
the Winnebago Indian police and the
individual members of the tribe Poor
Lo would seem to have the secretary
of the interior back of him in his at-
tempt to postpone the day when law-
yers will become established in the
new cities on the great reservation.
The town of Winnebago City was
moved to its present site across three
miles of cornfield last summer,. when
the Great Northern Railroad company
built a line into Nebraska. Scarcely
had the buildings been put in place
when a lawyer, Thomas Sloan of
gender, Neb., took notice of the fact
that there was a town. on the map of
Nebraska without an attorney at law.
lie hung out a shingle in Winnebago
City before the first bakery was
opened and before a neuspaper
started.
This shingle did not bother Poor
Lo„ but he was of the opinion that
every town wi,th one lawser had too
many, snd the first time Attorney
Sloan attempted to transact business
he wa. ejected from the reservation
and told not to come back for his
books.
Charles Green Rainbow and an In-
dian police wee guilty of riding the
the first attorney of Winnebago City
outside the limits and telling him to
skiddoo. The lawyer had attempted
to collect a bill for a Sioux City firm
and the Indians refused to recognize
his right or power of attorney
APPOINTMENT OF SPONSORS
AND MAIDS OF HONOR
Gen. Lee Saws the Outlay Meet Be
Borne by Those Appointing,
New Orleans, Jan. aft—Two im-
portant orders to Confederate vet-
erans issue by Stephen I). Lee, gen-
eral of the United Confederate Vet-
erans. has been made public. In
speaking of appointing sponsors and
maids of 'honor by the United Con-
federate Veterans, Gen Lee said:
"It cannot be denied that what was
intended as an honor to the descend-
ants of the glorious women of the
Confederacy has grown to such a de-
gree that the Confederate soldiers
have, in a manner, been forced into
second place."
He announced tha• this matter( he
brought to the attention of the Rich-
mond reunion this year and that,
pending the action of the veterans,
this convention will abstain from ap-
pointing a chief sponsor and a maid
of honor for the Richmond union.
"It is absolutely neceisare," he
continued, "that thc expenses of the
reunion in cities be reduced." and he
(the general) wishes it distinctly un-
derstood that the outlay for the en-
teraininent of all sponsors and maids
of honor must be borne by thoso
who make the appointment.
The sesond order announces that
the seventeent annual reunion willi
take place on June 1, 2 and 3 next
Will Direct Campaign.
With the retirement of George B.
Cortelyou 'Harry S. New of Indiana
becomes acting chairman of the Re-
putlican national committee. For sev-
eral years Mt. New has been vice
chairman of the organization. On
numerous occasions he has demon-
strated ability as a party leader, no-
tably during the last tIresidential cam-
paignorwhen he was in change of the
western quarters of the national
committee. In that position he ex-
erted himself in rolling up the tre-
mendous plurality for Roosevelt and
Fairbanks. He has a wide acqauint-
ance with public men and; is very
Xpular personally. He has been a
delegate to many conventions, has
served in the Indiana senate and was
a captain of volunteers during th'e
Spanish-American war.
The present republican national
committee will. direct the organiza-
tion of the next national convention.
A national committee is a much more
important body in republican than in
demociatic conventions, as all con-
tests in republican conventions are
first passed upon by the national
committee and delegates seated by
it are entitled to vote. Its work, of
course, is reviewed by the credentials
committee and the convention, but its
power is shown by the manner in
which the La Follette delegates from
Wisconsia were turned down three
years ago. It is expected there wit.
be an unusually large number of .•
testing delegates front the south
the looS cesovention. •
Caste and Exchange 
/-1;s Coin.
n, if tgi-i.
Sixty-Five Conversions Made Sunday
at Rev. W. C. Sellars Church—
Rev. J. R. Clark Arrived. .
The series of talks being dellvered
now at .the Third street Methodist
church by Mts. Carrie Lehman of
Louisville, are being heard by large
and interested congregations, she
proving to be a very strong and force-
ful speaker of versatility who never
fails to entertain her auditors.
Sunday morning she spoke on
"Practical Living" while at 2:30
o'clock that aftermion her topic was
"Seven Things God Gave to Noah."
Sabbath evening she spoke on "To
ilusb.inda and Wives, and Those Ex-
pecting to Become husbands and
Wives." Last night she dwelt on
"Casting of Shadows" while tonight
she speaks from "Two Stones." To-
morrow evening she delivers her last
of the series which are proving of the
most attractive addresses ever de-
livered at this church.
She is one of the foremost lady
religious workers of the state and.
three weeks ago spent many days




Sunday Rev. Cates at Memphis
Went out to the Leonard street
Methodist church of which Rev. W.
C. Serthes is pawl', and held one of
the series at revival meetings now
on hi the Bluff City, which resulted
in sixty-five conversions being made.
Assistant Pastor Hers.
Res J. R. Clark arrived yesterday
from ih.ris. Tenn., and is now at the
St. Nicholas hotel, he coming to ac-
cept the assistant pastorship of 
the()
First Baptist church. Ile is a versa-
tile, eloquent and vigorous yimg di-
vine and has already entered upon the
active discharge pf his dutito
Louisville Talks.,
Rector David Wright of Grace
church, goes to Louisville the week
of Math 4 to deliver a number of te-
ligious addresses during the services
to be held there b the Brotherhood
of St Andrew.
Special Celebrations.
Sunday being Septaugesima 
*
Sab-
bath, it was celebrated at St. Francis
de Sales. It is so called, on accesuat
of being seventy days before Easter.
Next Saturday is Cendlemas Day. or
"The Feast of Purification of The
Virgin Mary," and on this day devout
Catholics will have their sacred
candles blessed by the priest. Next
Friday being the first Friday of
February, special devotional services
are hc!:l at St. Frhnees de Sales
As Others See Us.
Sas% the Mayfield hressenger "The
city of Padiroah is very kind to the
saloons of that city. It taxes every
other occupation to the limit and then
allows the saloons to sell whiskey for
the pitiful sum of tip. Besides, if
they arc forced to keep their houses
closed on Sunday a'great howl goes
up from them of oppression. Every.
saloon in the city of Paducah should
be made to pay $1,000 city license and
to be kept closed on Sunday Ike other
business houses."
•
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET ,RESULTS. 
•
ltAONTRACTOR GUS .fhtilrOOD
STARTS WORK AT 'MIS
RIGHT AWAY
The Pure Food Show Closed labetto__
day and Mr. &law Weat_tp
Houston., TWolf War
the Road.
There has been awarded ItosIGiata-
tractor Gus Lockwood the myth of
remodeling the Weeks Brothers
aholesale grocery building al' Second
sad Washington streets, the coat..to
he ih the neighborhood of $6,$'1d
work starts today. The Phsigt .ealt
for the rear of the structure to he
raised from, one to two stories in
lisight. while the entire place will be
remodeled to a certain 'erten,. awl
the plate made a fine bialdinis
ss holesale business.
Pm* Food Show.
The Pure Food Show at 424 Itroa.1-
way came to a close .yestetday ant
William Senteri, who 'conducted the
display left last evening at 6 o'clock
for Houston. Test,..re,he (WM :1
similar affair. At tile *how be had
on exhibition sartip1'et,i2f tit* foods
wantifactured and handled here, and
it is believed a suecees would have
.been made of the show -IT the bad
weather had not come on. The ex-
pense being heavy and, Seaters hot
possessed of any too much thoit..y, he
tad to close up the. plies'
Position as Drummer.
Al Wolf left Sund oa, fr St.'
Louis to accept a position as traseling
salesman fur a large jewelry house
out of there. He has been here con-
aected for many months with the jest -
city establishment of his brother, Mr.
Joseph Wolf, and is a fine young
business man of sterling cilialho and
exceeding poptdanty.
Glass Pliant Deal.
l'be glass plant cowing here front
i.eitchfield. Ill., has on a 'teal to boy.
the McKinnie-liecker prove-%it
Slechanicsbeirg. as its Site
Commercial Club.•
January 3t the Commercial dials
nit mbers meet to elect directors.
oh.le the board: shortly thereafter
sembles to name the chili officers. It
o thought Colonel Harry C. Rhodes.
wit: be named president, and if so the
I
rh:gsnizatioo will have a Ptogressives„,
sithatiotial and' !vomiter maim at its'





esI Italian Drinks Wipe and Los 
KaLsoisiook.• \Itch , Jan .0#1.—Ai
Italian giving his name as Joseph T.
Corradwe. speatottg pm. F.riglish end
claming to be a lawyer from Paler-
mo, Italy, was found lying in a gutter
early today. He says be was induced
to leave a fast train by being told
this was. a suburb of Chicago. fie
was drugged and robbed vi ten soo
franc notes. Corradinc told the police
that two men entered a cab with him
and were driven to what he described
as a splendid house and there he was
offered wine. Soen after drinking be
Inet consciousness and he keys he re-
membered nothing until he isa•
found by the police. Americas cur-
rency amounting to $8o, besides his.





• At. Close of Business December 31, 1906.
RESOU RCES.
Loans and Discounts a  $!94.36397
Stocks and Bonds n,000.00




Capital Stock  $.30,000.00
Undivided Profits 4.??8•77




A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent' was declared out of Tha
earnings of the past six months, and credited to the
stockholders payablepn demand.
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.















































































t MARV OIL PESSIMISTIC
WAS DESTROYED PROCTOR KNOTT
SIXTY-FOlaja BARRELS OF LIQ-
UID MADE PRETTY FIRE •
YESTERDAY.
• AILAZE IODURRED ON


















SMALL BLAZE ON ROOF OF
HOTEL BELVEDERE SUN-
DAY EVENING.
Chief Jame* Woods Says Paducah is
Now Eatjoying Unusual Quietude
as Regards Conflapadons.
•••••=m10





OLD MAN THINKS REPUBLIC
IS DOOMED TO "DEMNI-
TION BOW WOWS."
Sketch of the Famous Kentuckian,
Who Is Spending His Last Days
In Retirement.
Aiolllifigis C'entril'freight car con- Lcbauon, Ky., Jan. att-In- a little
t3iuing siaty-iOur laitiels of oil, took one-story frame cottage in the heart
fire yesterday at noon and burned of Lebanon, a former governor of
over at Creel Springs, Ill., above here Kentucky is passing the closing days
on that road. .The oil was en route of a ftrenuOirs career, and with the
to this city in is'freiiht train, when aid of memory and old friends is put.
It ignited ad. tothe manner and was 1 ang off the conquest that paralysis
campletely consumed. and lots of sight have made imminent.
While tie ".trQti *it speeding this James Proctor Knott, now seventy-
"ay between Mation and Creel six years old, feeble and helpleas ol
soangs, oye cecie titicssecaaa the car body, is nevertheless keen of mind
sure, and herrailwf at to Creel, whicb and bright of recollections, and in the
is the met place.whtre a side track stooping figure, leaning now on one
exists, the flaming car was taken out faithful old colored servitor, his
uf the trail Altfeiced" quickly into friends can still see the characteristics
the safigii.es get it away from the of the great man who for a decade
remainder Of the cats which contained was a chief figure in congress.
•aluable emirates of merchandise. Gov. Knott's left side is partly pasti-
lle passenger train due here from lyzed, but with the aid of his servant
'St. Louis at 3 o'clock from that di- he is able to traverse the ahort dis-
rection, was held out fifty-ilve min-
•etes. jay the !noting car on account
of lie side track in which the oil
burning, Was so close to the
wain line that the wind blew the
(asses for fifty feet acmes the main
hoe, down which the passenger could
not proceed wittsoue passing throstah
the fire and thereby endangering thy
°aches.
Passengers on the train witnessed
the blaze which made a beautiful fire,
and as the flames would eat its way 
into a frcsh barrel of oil, the latter 
all of  " n's needs'
would explode and send the flames Old Prised, Cams
Mr: Knott frequently reads to him.shooting a hundred feet kiavenward.
It took the car over an ha and he keeps closely in touch withm. to buret
suit, when the freight and plummier and takes deep interest in the events
al the day. The occasional comingtrains then 'sassed and came tet Pad's.
uh. of an rad friend adde a bright spot
to his life. Among those who have
lislestIsrs Hotel Fire. visited him within the past few
,A hos" am„„it moos ot„i„g ag months are Gen. John B. Castleman.
kindling wood started a small fire Judge Hoban. Senator-elact 'I'. II.
Paynter, and many of the state poli-Senday evening at 8:30 o'clock on the
roof of laitel Belvedere at Second ticians.
rise Ilcoadway, but at eras quickly I . Always distinguished by a 
sarcasm
extinguished before any damage of that was as keen as it was &tinging,
Gov. Knott's view of life has fallensonsequence occurred.
!into that of the peesimist. He be-
In remodeling the hostelry the car- 
that the republic is doomed. an8princes moved the clesator from an:
cart of building to another. In 
that the centralibation of power into
"... 
t
pserforming this work some shavings 
he hands of a few men has gone on
an wood were left lying in a heap 
to such an extent that there is no
d 
on the roof. In the midst of
longer any hope for it. In other
ttc
words, he is fully convinced that its
accumulation drnpped a spark from ultimate dcatjny is the "demnition
a nearby chimney and this ignited the bowilhows."
pile which flared up, melted the metal He always adds, however, alter ex-
roof, and charred the joist timbers
enderriesth. :causing the hostelry to 
pressing
any chance arse possibility. the
a view of that sort, that if,
rill wins smoke and give thy guests country is actually to be saved here-
quite a scare
cratic party. Though he is strongly
Uitiergoing Lucky Stage. ' opposed to the government ownership
Chief James Woods of the fire de-1 al railways proposition of Bryan. he
leirtmsnt says that Paducah Is at is now re-conciled to it. and even
lectern -undergoing an unusually trusts that the Nebraskan may be the
tacky period as regards fire. as nom one to light the way across the
to amount to anything at all have oc- swampy and uncertain path ahead
curred for Many weeks past 'now. Praise for Roosireelt.
It is ordinary for the departments
t. .'to go opc month. without any good an Knotts interest in the
Brownsville affair has been keen. andsized fire, but when this extends mt.'
ae accords to. President Roosevelt theteeny motirtidait is considered excep-
armally lucky and gives the city a heartiest praise, declaring that it is
one of the finest and most courageousbetter standing in.. the eyes of the
are insOravee-'npsgie.s, w hRch things ever done by a president. Oneto
, can imagine, aftcr hearing him ex-
in their insurance rates. accorlling
a large degree Legislates the increases
press his views on this subject, thatto
if he were again in congress the same
scorching fire that he turned on Du-
luth in that wonderful satire of his
would be exploited for the benefit of
those who have attacked the presi-
dent and his views.
Gov. Knott's experiences hive been
Washington, D. C., Jan..38.-Repre- varied, and his reminiscences are rich.
sentatittalimes ESL firiggs of the He had intended to write a ;kook con-
democratic congressional committee taming some of the events.snawhichdeclares corporations did not con- he took part, but the quick approach
tribute op its campaign fund. of age and helplessness has prevented
His statement is made in a Jetts* to him from realizing his ambition. A
Perri' Belmont, president of the Na- nephew, Proctor Knott. fr.. is one of
tional Publicity Bill Organitation. It his favorites, and it is probable that
is a reply to a request for list of con- to him may be entrusted the work of
tributors to the fund.
He says he would.gtadie furnish, a
list of contributors'. 6Myl-for the fact
that the list is large, containing many
thousands of names, because the following brief account of the life of
sums given were invariably small and Gov. Knott:
because he believes fair papers would "Born in Washington (now Mar-
print the list on account of its length. ion) county, Ky., Augest ac., 1830:
education at home, (LL, D., Centre"It permissible to say to you .in
College. 1885); married June 14, 1858.thiefistutectioa that we had no, very
large-contributions-not over helf a Sarah R. McElroy, Bowling Green,
dozen ie -.excess of $500. and by far Ky. Removed to Missouri, May,
theheihet number less than 1850; megiber Missouri legislature,l am°.
agjoh-to, •-• 1859-62i returned to Kentucky, 1862;
no. c o 'were -aon re nto-rs toaltoftelieell law; member ais. congress,
our fund. sa • s• • Iff87.1.3; governor of Kentucky, 1883-7:
"It was all given by If °oil-- dem*: delega'e tcr Kentucky . constitutional
erats in the hope and for the sake of conventioft, tOcri. Democrat. Professor
of civics and economics, Centre Col-d letaintwitil zricce
fund 'colteted by this lege, 492-4; professor of law, and
f/44-mm.committee was a small one-barely dean of law faculty, same, i 
more than Saffirient to conduct the Address, Lebanon, Ky.".
headqaariersrin Wlashinatem and Chi.
rano, ineto.: 0**,4r-obit printing ADVERTISE' TN. THE REGISTER





Received From Corporations by
Democrats, Says Griggs,
tante between his house, which is
hardly a stone's throw from the busi-
ness part of Lebanon, and the bank
where all of his business is transacted.
He loves to talk to his old friends of
the days that are gone, and, as often
in the case of a man like him, helives
largely in the past. Four years ago,
when las country house, Lea Rig&
about four miles from Lebanon. was
destroyed. he had the cottage where-
he no-it lives built especially for him.
It contains few rooms, but it answers
after, it will be through the demo-
preparing his autobiography,
. Seen by "Who's yilso."
"Who's Wtio in America" gives the
THE PAPERS UNEXPECTEDLY
ARE AFFECTED INTERRUPTED






WIFE ERTERS CHURCHAND FAKE PUBLICATIONS
JUST IN
AND AT THE SAME TIME PRE-




STOPS CEREMONY WHICat WAS
ABOUT TO UNITE LAW-
FUL HUSBAND.
F..ty Per Cent of Reading Matter Little Girt Witness Who WOWS to
Must Be Carried if Papers En- the Priest That Her Mother Was
joy Secondsclase Postage Telling the Truth.
Rates.
Washington, Jan. 28.-The report,
of the joint postal commission author-
ised at the last session of congress
ta investigate and report to that body
its conclusions on the operation and
effect of the existing law relative to
second class mail , matter, and what
changes, if any, should be made, was
niade public today. The commission
males a number of sweeping recom-
menetations looking to a reformed
postal service, and has drafted a meas-
ure embodying such changes as it
thinks ought to be made. Among
the most important additions to ex-
isting law as regards second-class
saai! matter embodied in this measure
are the following:
A newspaper or other periodical
may be in part composed of adver-
tisements which are permanently in-
serted in or attached to same, but
New York, Jan. a8.-That ancient
passion or roving mankind, the "wan-
derlust," and its inevitable corrollary,
which may be summed up in the
phase "the woman pays," lie behind
what seemed to be a very ordiesry
legal proceeding in the supreme court
when judge Amend issued a warrant
of attachment for the west of Mrs.
Catherine Pierson of the 19 West
Tenth street because she had failed to
obey a writ of habeas corpus issued
the dae before at the instance of her
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Emily Pierson,
cinsaminding her to produce in court
the, Litter's 5-year-old daughter
Cecilia.
Edward Pierson, creator of the sit-
uation, husband of the younger wom-
an and son of the elder, is absent, as
is usual in such cases, and while the
two women fight the issue out his
restless feet arc probably on the other
such advertisements shall not consti- side of the globe.
age more than 5o percentum pt the Wife Stops Ceremony.
superficial area of any ̀ issue of the 
There is another woman in
affair, a woman whom this soldier
the
oferadication; nor shall any advertise-
ment be printed on card, cloth or
;her substance other than paper, nor
4. ;boil paper of any greater weight
ilase the text of such publication.
itsgslation of Size.
An issue of a newspaper or other
Periodical may be composed of parts
or sections. but all such parts or sec-
tions shall beamade of the same size
f om and weight of paper, and shall,
when taken together, form one corn-
alete and indentifiable whole. All
rovisions of law applicable to
rewspaper or periodical ihall apply
equally to each and every section
inertial
Wttit a regales .isatte of a newepa-
per or other periOdica! a supplement
may tit enclosed or ,folded.
Supplement shall not be printed on
ether substance than paper nor. ex-
(apt in the case of maps and plans il-
lustrative of the text, shall be of dif-
ferent form from the main body of
the publication. No supplement shall
he composed of or contain advertise-
ments, but the same shall be confineiN
to :ratter germane to the regular is-
sue and supplied in order to complete
matter left incomplete in the main
body of the publication.
The proposed law refuses the sec-
ond-class rate to periodical publica-
tions %lolly or substantially of fic-
tion.
Can Use Samples.
With each issue of a newspaper or
other periodical the publisher may
mail at the second-class rate of post-
age samples of- such issue, but "not
to -exceed ten peecentum of the total
number of the copies of each issue
mailed by him to actual subscribers,
as the same appears by sworn state-
ment of such issue required to be
suhnitted to the postmaster at the
cffice of mailing."
The appointment of a postal ap-
peals commission in the postofrare de-
aartment is provided for to consist
of three members at least, one of
whom shall be a person who has had
actual experience in the conduct or
the publishing business, and at least
one of whom shall be learned in the
law and a member of ten years' stand-
ing of the bar of the highest court
i some state or territory of the
United States or the District of Co-
lumbia. The commission is to 'enter
upon its duties July t next. .
To Recover Risk Funds,
Freeport, Ill., Jan. a8.-The Chicago
Title & Trust company of Chicago,
receiver for the German Insurance
company, has filed suit in the circuit
court of this city against the Royal
Insurance company, the object being
to recover $3,loo,00o paid for reinsur-
ance, the chtim being that the money
belonged to the creditors and policy-
holders. The case will be heard at
the March term of court here.
fortune,. in the irresponsible fashion
of his kind, was about to marry (see
day last snnimer, momentarily forget-
ful of the fact that he already had a
wife and two children, when by a
whim of circumstance that wife and
those children chanced to enter the
very church where the ceremony was
to be, performed, and, luckily for all
concented, in time to prevent it. That
is the chief reason for the absence
of Eihnisrd Pierson at this day, al-
though it is not his first absence.
Curiously enough, the third woman
disappeared al all the efforts of the
wife, her lawyers and a corps of de-
tectives have failed to find out either
her sellereabauts or het name.
Rho Church by Accident.
Mrs. Pierson was out walking %skis
the two children not far from their
home one day last July. The after-
noon was sultry and as they happened
to pass St. Luke's church some recol-
lection of her marriage there, perhaps,
suggested to her that they go in and
rest in the shade and quiet.
They sat, in a pew not far from the
altar. A few feet away in the chancel
one of the priests, Father Slattery,
who has eince gone to another parish.
was making preparations for some
event. Presently came a man and a
woman. They approached the altar
and something in the gait and bearing
of the man caused the young wife
with her two children at her side tti
strain her eyes. It was tint until the
priest had begtip to murmur some
meaning words that recognition
came and, with a muffled cry, she
flung herself from the pew and con-
fronted her husband, who, a moment
later, so far as the words went, would
also have been the husband of another
woman.
"My Papa," Says Child.
One exclamation from her told
Father Slattery: but ,as he did not
know her and Pierson mumbled thaf
1DON GILBERTOCelebrated his seventy-first birtrday at "The Home of dr:,
Williow Springs," where all his patrons and Friends shook
hands with him and said:. "Uncle Don, you are no bkk
number, are you?". And, of course, "The Don" treated all of
them to "High-balls" of the celebrated "Williow Springs" with
"Shamrock.". One and all wished him long life and plenty
of "Willow Springs."
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will do everything
he says he wiIZ and for this month, and this month only, he
will give to his patrons, friends and enem:cs, a chance to
procure the Celebrated
Willow Springs
bottled in bond and four years old, at wholesale price;, in le- -
metnbrance of his birthday anniversary and in appreciation of
what one and all have done for him since he opened, two years
ago. 
Prices For This Month Only 
•
4 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-masa Whiskey,
$3.60 $3.60 $3.60
7 -. 6 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey.
$5.00 $5.00 $5.00
.o)
la full quarts "Willow Spaings" Sour-mash Whiskey, 4%,..
$9.60 $9.60 $9.60
PURE APPLE BRANDY
distilled at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessey & Co., for this .
month only at the followieg prices:
full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy 11
$3.60 $3.60
6 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandt.
$5.00 $5.00





Remember that the Celebrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
is a pure sour-mash whiskey, not a sweet mash, nor a continu-
ant ran of the sell.
Across the "Brook" and over the "Hill," at "The Home of
the Willow Springs," in "Early Times in ion.. "Jack ant!
Gill" and "Beam" drank the celebrated "Willow Springs" with
Don Gilberto at No. 116 South Fourth Street. Paducah Ky.
• 1-
"WILLOW SPRINGS
Come go with me to the Willow Springs,
Have yr u ever yet been there?
Take a drnk, and you are sure to think
You own the arth and air.
Close by the Springs stand a Grand Old man;
He will dip, and talk, and tell-
Earth's flowers may blast end the green grass die,
But what care you-"All's well."
The Willows spring, and *he spriiigs speak bac
And the good old wortd jogs on-
But what care those who have felt its thrill
And seen "Good Uncle Don."
A song may die,
And the world forge t both you and other thiroa
Unless you see and feel the flow
Of good old Willow Springs,
k,
Then take us back to Willow Springs,
Down by a shady deli;
Let us think and drink ar d red! •• - grass-
For the good old spriags, wont led.
Blown in it.*
WILLOW SPRINGS and DON GILBERTO
At the Home of
"THE WILLOW
"there must be some mistake," while h.
second woman looked from fare' to
face
priest demanded further proof. SPRINGS"with questioning surprise, the"'Piece are his children," answered
the wife, and then taking the elder
girl, Cecilia, by the hand she pointed
to Pierson and asked her, "Who is
that?"
"That is my papa,")he child replied.
Naturally a scene of confusion fol-
lowed. Father Slattery refused to
perform the ceremony and was about
to bitterly reproach Pierson when the
second young woman became hysteri-
cal and, seizing the opportunity,




Objected to Paying Fare
Put Off.
and is
Lebanon, Pa., Jan. 28.-County
Treasurer Grittinger, of this city, was
ejected from a Lebanon Valley rail-
,Way -car near the city limits, because
No. 116 S. Fourth Street, Paducah, Ky
he refused to pay fare after hanging
to the straps, unable to find a seat.
Mr. Grittinger has consulted coun-
sel with a view of bringing action
against the railway company for dam-
ages. 'VVithaa large number of other.
non, Mr. Grittinger as on his way.
to attend the funeral of the Reverend
Doctor F. J. F. Schaatz, -of Myers-
town. The use of a. special car 'was
if-limed by the street railway manage.
me.nt and the regular car was over-
crowded.




Lexington, Ky., Jan. 28.-The,
fourth' trial of Caleb Powers, charged
with the assassination of Gov. Will-
iam Goebel in I 900, which is schecia,
uteri to begin at Georgetown, Scott'
county, on February 5, will probably
be continued, as no subpoenas have
been issued for witnesses and • no
preparations made by either side. I:
is believed a special term will be calk-
ed in the summer.
Powers was convicted three times,
securing a new trial each time; '
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Line and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
'IQ KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNING-HAM
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New Gazetteer of the World
with ranee than 25.0O3 titles. based on the
latest census returns.'
New Biographical Dictionary
containing the names of over 10,000 noted
persona, date of birth, death. etc.
Edited ny W. T. TTA .13.. LL.D.,
United tates Comminioner of Education.
2380 Quarto Pages
Kew Mom 60110 illserstlass. Ride binding.
Needed in Every Home
Also Wsbatar's Collmstats Dialsoory
ILI. Ps-Ss. IMO Illaisatloss
Regular Edits's:I 7zl)z%ts.ici. allnalass
De Luso Esition ts.steisni I.. Is-inlet from
ste.,s. es Lible parer. flassatital bindissa
rae•,,ami-ormi,:-•"nhierve,lassiskaits.
• G. 0C. 'MERRIAM CO., •
Publishers. Sprinviield, Maas. k
iligiamenesseroxt • •••••••4/
LAWTON EXPECTED TO BE
KILLED—ANOTHER GENER-
AL WHO STOPPED TO BUILD
A BRIDGE ACROSS NARROW
AND SHALLOW STREAM.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 28.—Apro-
i os to the plans to dedicate a anon-
sment to Ileery \V. Lawton at In-
tianapolis on May 30 Senator Bever-
sdge, the only man living in Indiana
who saw Gen. Lawton in action in
he Philippines, relates a graphic story
.:1 a battle that he witnessed between
American forces under Gen. Lawton
3000 natives, well drilled and
.,rtned with Mauser rifles, under corn -
'hand of Pin del Pilar.
Pilar. Senator Beveridge says, was
'quenched on the beighth near Tay-
'sy on the Marong peninsula. The
peninsula is an almost impassable wil-
derness:, extending into a water
'course called Laguna le Bay. It
was Gen. Lawton's plan to send a
force to capture the upper part of the
...seninsula and drive Pilar into a sack;
gunboats simultaneously were to take
ter the conflict had waged for some
time it became evident that the en-
gagement could accomplish no good
results for the American arms and
Gen. Lawton reluctantly ordered a
retreat to Manila.
"As we rode together on the way
back 'he was very much depressed over
the failure of the days work. He said
to me:
"'I am going to get killed in this
campaign.'
"'Oh,' I said, "you arc blue.'
"'No, .no,' said he, 'I am not blue.
I ant a believer in averages. Ac-
cording to the law of averages it is
my turn to be killed for I have been
in so many engagements that it is not
to be expected that I would escape
much longer. I: is all right. I am
not complaining. When I am killed,
however, I wish you monki do what
you can to see that congress treats
Mrs. Lawton all right.'
"It was in precisely such an action
as this that Lawton lost his life,"
concluded Senator Beveridge. "A
short time after our return to the
United States Mei, Beveridge ireA
possession of Laguna de Bay. ceived a letler from Mrs. 1.awton
The movement began about 2 in which the general sent his 
corn-
• 'clock in the morning and by Law- pliments to inc and stated that if I
ton's invitation Senator Beveridge
had remained just a few days longer. 
I would have seen some real fight-accompanied the attackinf party.
Lawton had provided horses for him- ing' I had imagined tip to that time
elf and Beveridge. that the fighting I saw sva the reals 
• Lawton bad put in charge of the t11;11g."
advance colurmi an old general who '
had been grombling because, as he
-aid, the young fellows were thrust
:Oscar, of him and he did not have a
chance. Out of the kindness of his The 
strangest scenic play ever act-
'wart, Gen. Lawton had decided to ed is being produced in 
London. The
;sive him a chance, but soon. regret- entire 
performance is produced in a
ted having 41one so. Becauke the 
huge cylindrical tank and four scenes
hooks say that a bridge should he of the five which compose the play
built before an attempt is itle to are acted under water. The piece
eross a stream, this stupid oiT gen- which is 
performed at the bottom of
s-ral had stopped his men to construct ; the 
big,water ves.el is "The Trees-
s bridge across a narrow waterway 
rre S'.iip hi Fairy Sta.' a juvenile
that could have been forded without 
play. produced in t1ic London Hip-
podrome.ilelay. The result woe that Pilar saw
the operations and covered his re- 
One of the principal a:tors in the
treat. cast is Miss Annetee 
Kellerman, the
Lawton, Senator Beveridge says. 
world's greatest woman professional
could swear like a sea captain and his 
swimmer. Miss Kellerman, who in
rage wis terrible. continuing th, the swimming tank is known as the
senator said: • Australian Mermaid, takes the part
"Everything .ecmcd to go wrong of a sea 
nymph, who comes to the
'Lawton had intrusted the movement 
rescue of the heroes 4ol the play. Nat-
of the gunboats to a member of his 
wally none of the parts require mach
staff. Finally, after riding our horses 
speaking, as the scenes arc subma-
into a lather we found this disciple 
rine.
••1 the military art. Ile was attired in The 
scenic effects hate !veil pins'
the most faultless manner and looked : 'Weed til 
lavish style and the tank?
as if he had spent all morning with made to 
resemble the ,ea as much
Iii -valet. The gunboats, however, as 
practicable.
were nowhere in sight. In his desire .
The kilt scene shows a diver's hut,
.s 
to look like a real military hero this 
outside which an old seantan is, ea-
staff man evidently had forgyotten 
all plaining to his mate and his son the
about the part be was assigned to do. Ptisttinii of a sunken 
treasure by
**I never before or since have heard • meaǹ  of a chart' Finally 
the three
such a tongue-lashing as Lawton , agree to set sail in search of 
the ship
gave this pretty warrior, who turovi and they embark. As they weigh an-
ashen pale under the general's verbal chor a storm arises, thunder rolls,
castigation. Lawton himself had no 
lightning flashes, and the ship labors
Ilse for dress parade soliders. Ile I. heavily 
in the heavy seas.
cared nothing as to his own attire. i The father and son are 
next seen
out on the open ocean, about to en-On this occasion he wore no shirt
and his lowcut undershirt exposed ter the 
water in diving dress. They
several inches of long, red neck. 
go down in search of the treasure
"We pressed forward and Lawton ship, which in the scene 
following is
took commod of his flagging troops. 
seen lying on the bottom of the
The effect was magical. The -men 
ocean.
were kindIed with fre-h enthusiasm The diver% have located it and 
are
and the column moved onward affth ! delighted 
;with their find. They plu-
perfect military precision and discip- ceed to 
explore the sessel, are en-
line. We entered TayTay. which pi- gaged in cutting away hatches and
Jar had abandoned, having hest set; wreckage. w hen 
fearsome monsters
tire to the leading buildings. which 
' of the. deep swoop down upon them,
were hurned when we arrived. Pilar 
followed by a giant octopus. which
bad left, a rear guard of about soo entwines its 
terrible tentacles about
men in the fastnesses near Taytay, the 
younger of the two men. Vainly
most of whom were expert sharp-
the driver makes use of the clasp
shooters, and !statue moved in them. 
knife at his belt in a desperate at-
'Ping!' sang the bullets all around 
tack upon the sticking arm. that' grasp
II. and Lawton peremptorily ordered 'him'






UNDER WATER WITH . .
''ANK AS STAGE
did so but Lawton himself remained 
lope br tnç sa
4 ocTaon his horse, a target for all sharp-
explorers tI
hooters. He was the only man of 
mermain (Armes to-1th
„ • drives the•.seajtotithelthe party wlo; -emained eposed.
prey.
The fairy mermaid then gives toGET THE Bin the divers. the power to breathe tin-.. (ter the miatcf and tells them to re-
f/ • move their helmets. This she finally
; persuades them to do. At the sight
I of the face of the young man site falls
in love with hint and. bidding him
hive no fear, urges him to follow
bier around the sea's bottom in a
tour of the fairy/sea. This prepares
the way to the principal scene of the
production. tile "beauties and wonders
of the deep."
Mi.s Kellerman. the famous swim-
mer, who takes the part of the sea
nymph. is supported by the Sisters
Finney, also well ,known professional
aquatic aitists. The three young wo-
mbs arc called upon to do the aquat-
- ic waltz in the fifth scene, which has
proved a surprising success. In the
great tank the three women wonders
of the water world 'execute subma-
rine movements which excite admira-
tion and applause from the spec,tators
and Make a thrilling spectacle.
Last of all is shown the mermaids'
coral cave, a remarkable scenic ,view.
in which another dance by eight
aquatic beauties is performed. The
octette arc garbed i,n coral and sea
ferns of various. and blended tints and
the grand finale is the "flying fish bal-
let."
An absolute solitude is contrary to
tura nity.—Petrarch.
In time of sickness the soul col-
actsii se!f anew.- -
IIL adical Authorities Putting Forth
Their Beet Efforts to Check
Inroads of the Fell
Disease.
The commission which was appointed
Wet year by the Now York board o/
health to study pneumonia and whose
preliminary report has just been sum-
marised by the press, is composed of
men of high professional mak, says the
How Yprk Tribune. Yet the problems
involved in the inquiry are so serious
that there is no danger of securing too
exalted a grade of talaat for their eolu-
don. The disease whieh Oka commis-
sion has been considering has risen into
peculiar prominence of lets. AC one
Lime consumption caused more deaths
than any other malady and paminceila
ranted second as a cause of inceality.
Within the last ten or fifteen years the
two have eachancid plates in some parts
of tba Waited States, If not in the net-
tropolis. Consumption, as a result tá
the adoption of more ealightemed meth-
ods of prevention and treatzseat. works
• littio less havoc sow that formerly.
Pneamonho on the other hand, finds a
greater number of victims In proporUos
to the popuLation. There is loomed lot
the belief that grip has costribufled
materially to this result because it ie
often a prelude to an attack of pain-
monis sad it sadly diaqualiSes a mu toe
successful resistance to an illsess of sm-
other nature. Nae•evet, whatever the
canes, the lacreesed prevalence of pm*
atones has meted tit gravest alarm Lad
Perplextty in the medical profession.
The some:lesion is eravlated that.
UM tuberculosis, the more sense typed
lung Comes is attributable to the pres-
ence of znsrobes and that the latter we
disseminated by the drying of sputum
from patients. The orimaiimas are sot
easily borne about by the air so lose as
they are moist, but afterward they are
as easily circulated as dust particles,
This fundamental fact shows the desir-
ability of deluging a stet room with sun-
light, promoting tote ventilation and us
lug a broom only when the Boor has
been sprinkled.
Some yuraling facts have been elicited
In the course of the investigatiou eon-
ducted by Dr. Darlington's experts. Oce
Is that pneumocoeci, the summed NOM
of the deems, are sometimes carried In
the months of persona for weeks with-
out producing any apparent effect. In
like mantas: they are observed in the...se-
cretions of patients who have rsoovered
for a considerable interval after the dis-
appearance of other symptoms. This
second phenomenon resembles one
wliich often follows an attack of typhoid
fever and gives rise to the questioa how
long such portions may threaten the
health of their associates and netglitiors.
Perhaps more light on this metier may
be afforded by further obsereatioa.
&ten isformation should levee motel
In the devising of sanitary brerautiosa
for a community in which pteaccoals
Prevention is infinitely preferable to
cure, but good generals consider what to
dolt their first line of defense fails. The
only remedial agent to which the cow
sion refers is a blood serum derived
from an immune animal. Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining blots as to the value of an an-
titoxin of this kind, other vetures of
the same character havtng been made
repeatedly in the last few years. The
verdict rendered is a little obscure, but.
while the commission seems to have
found that a serum. as now prepared,
might be serviceable for purposes of
diagnosis, it appears to be silent about
the remedial and proteetive qualities of
the article. Nowever, if the serum
which a few physicians even now em-
ploy. is not all that could be desired, im-
proved methods may yet develop one
that can ha more heartily recommended.
Bagpipes and Gardeners.
"Tom" Jenkinson. head gardener at
:be Peacock mew-vat/noes. whose
chrysanthemums are on view to rs
a i.mber of .1.;60. is ao ardent Scott:Innen.
with a passionate love fur all thing:
that come from the Land o' the Heather.
He sod a few kindred souls have orgap.
'zed a bagpipe tend that will soon show
Pittsburg the possibilities in untamed
Highland me:ody. Mr. Jenkiuson is the
leader and every man of them wears
WA after the tnanncr born. It is one
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do It
properly one must have the blood of 5
proper clan in one's veins to give the
true "skirl." Mr. Jenkinton holds that
a Scatchman and only a Scotch man can
be a god(' gardener or a piper. "As
Engliahman learns to be a gardener
from the top down." says Jenktnson
"A Seotehman starts from the bottom
with a spate diggirg vegetables. That's
why so many gardeners come from
riesQarie. They learn bit by bit °ter
there."--Pittsbure Dispateh.
flow Witch Hazel Shoots Its Seeds.
Do you know that the witch harm
shoots its seeds ten or fifteen feet? If
you want a brand-new &siltation, bring
home some branches of witch hazel hav-
ing both flowers and unopened seed pods
on them and put them in vases of water
The pods burst at the most unexpected
times, waking you in the night and pep-
pering you with their hard, shiny, black
seeds. Branches that are to be used for
a party must be selected with care, to
be sure of haring perfectly fresh Bowers
and seed pods that hese not °pelted. It
It is-possible to do so. cut them the same
day they are needed. If they must be
cut the day before they are needed, put
them in a cold place in water and Wrap
a, damp cloth around the branches, in
order to prevent the flowers from with-
ering and to keep the seeds from being
expelled too soon.--Abuntry Life Is
Amt. _ .
!raker of Them Valuable Adjuncts
to Locomotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars s:t:turn:71r Manua -
"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
high." said the artificial leg maker. "II
is a beauty, though, isn't it I venture to
say there isn't another oae in Philadel-
phia like it, on or off, and it's as light
as a feather, too."
With these words, says the Shoe Re-
tailer, the creator of artificial limbs
flourished a leg in the air. He was fat
and smiling, and he spoke with an Indis-
tinguishable foreign accent, and every
Ince in awhile his face beamed with en-
thusiasm.
"They all come to Plailadelpitia for
them, too," he .oentiassa. "Were cus-
tomers from all over Europe, Lela and
Attica There are lots of leg makers
In the city—at least they call theinselvee
such, but some of thorn are not leg mak-
ers at all; they're harness makers."
The august Philadelphia leg makes
purveyer to kings, queens and govern.
meat °Metals, took a little time teshow
the specimens around the room. They
were fat and thin, long and short, grade.
fnl and otherwise. Some of them were
huddled in corners, accuissulatiag tbe
dust of ages; others hum aloft on mho,
no light and airy that they were wailed
to and fro le the breeze.
"Yon see." 0011#inthid the leg saber.
we know how to do things now. We're
got the secret all right. First they chop
down the willow tree; then we cut eat
the legs. It takes a heap of fexiblie
leather to put the tendons in the right
plane. See that spring in the ankles?
That', made by the leather tendons.
If you saw one on a man you could
pot tell the difference. Then the
Whole thing is covered over with line
pink enamel. Looks natural enough.
don't it?" At .this juncture a rap came
at the door, aid a big man, six feet
four, weighing nearly 300 pounds, ca-
tered. He looked smilingly complete-
ant as be lighted a cigarette and shot*
hands with the leg maker.
"Can you rush an order for ma,
double quick?" he asked. "I've come
through • tough fight." be went on.
"You know I always travel with •
bunch of legs and coming up this way
from New Orleans the Pullman axe
was burned and all four of my legs
were lost. I only saved the one I had
on, and now you've got to get to work
to make another net for me double
quick." With an air of languor and
ease the big man stood to have himself
rneasu red.
"Do you know who he Is!" ques-
tioned be of Um leg trade, after the
ponderous man had gone. "Well, he
I.. the son of one of the richest women
In the United States. He lost his let
throtugh disease, and he always comes
to Philadelphia to have his sets mails.
Plain, ordinary boxes do for most peo-
ple to cart their legs around in, but
be'm got line leather cases with his
name engraved upon them.
"Do many of them go In on such •
wholesale plan" was queried of the
leg maker. i
"Heaps of them," he replied, lacon.
Ically. "Some of them can do any-
thing with 'ern. There'd one young
man in this city who belongs to a
glee club and they tell me he's the best
dewier of Irish jigs in the town. He
WM a good dancer before he lost Ms
leg, and he's all right yet. No: we
have no lady attendants. We ought
to have, though. What's the reason?
Ob,, be:anse there is net one woman
In Philadelphia that I aan and who
knows the trade. Pity, too, lbee.ause
there's money in It. A good leg maker
ought to make at leant $25 per week.
"There are six or seven men in pub-
Pc life, well known, who wear ar.1-
ficial limbs. None but their intimate
friends and famine-a know it however.
One young lady in Philadelphia
led a number of dances Iskst winter
ha-s an 'Wilda! leg. It 11 ^Ivry to
waltr with one after you learn how to
use them.
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making is the
thing for me," concluded the leg mak-
er. "I started out as ajine carpen.er,
cloth.; up banks and ptiblic buildings,
and one day I went Into a place in New
York to order an artificial limb for a
friend In distress. The maker was a
doctor, strange to say. He sized mo
op and I slzed him up, and in a short
time I was under contract to work
for him. They can't steal our patents,
either, gels it's as hard to make an ar-
tificial limb without years of learning
as it would bo for some tinhorn mates
to pridncaa Stradivarius.-
The Emir's Capital.
It Is reported that the emir of Af-
ghanistan contemplates the removal of
his capital to a more northern site.
Owing to the energe'ic way la which
:he present emir and his Immediate
predecessor have been manufacturing
;uns and machinery the country
around Kabul na.s been denuded to such
an extent that fuel is now unobtain-
able. So great are the straits to which
the eniir Is reduced hr the want Of
wood that it Is Imperative that a new
site should be obtained, and this will
probably be found in the wooded slopes
if the mountains farther north.
Some Other Rascal.
'Well. Jones, did you get the ap•
pointmentr
-No, sir; they appointed some 0111111
mama in my place."—Tit-Bits.
A Deitnithm.
"Pa, what is experience?"
'Experience, my won, is the cone
pound extract of the nu:tit of butting
tn."—Toso .Topi
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D I RECTO R Y FOR :pain 011
SALE: i fi .114A.1.1
PRICE $4.00
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
—11
r Healthy Bath Rooms
Good phircising means
guod health and 'hi cum-
billed with modern saritary
helps to keep the doetok Our
or Your home. -Stsesised" Purer. ,
Enameled plumbing fix:urea make
healthy bath moms, are sania:y and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room 1-1-
provementa, lc: us shoo you samp.es of
this famous ware. We guarantee rood
. .work, prompt service and attentier no
matter how small or large vour ;oh.
F: D. HANIPIAN.
Both Phones sot I32 St. 4th
F;•orn Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham
IIVV•MME au. or ..o..000s
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
FREE 
The FIrst Time Their Pictures have Ever
Mese Published. FREE
The FT.sning TrY1 has tor see•rst reams. Ara vowel to weary pirtames el all litestork•000rtti„;1•••••btai"Ifn iististothasicuatilatiocist atettereorlidy. • in attains them through the ssatanse of the KA:SI-
%In order to place these pleterres In a permaamot form, they have been arranged In *group in an asieteesaie Atlas showing. Kentucky with 11-.e lateft mom's. Pictures ofall it." preue.enis of the United Stales, tilers •ad Plage of all natio?, s. mole*.!Misdeal dart. Imeatory of the Ittstmol•pan Was. •Iso late maps of the tTnat•-• I 04•tea, Pea.lists Canal, rafter,' and Western Hemisphere. reports. of tic Last ths-se national censusand math other historical information.
•This onions and vainalliti Atlas Is MPH es ALL IEVIre1N0If not sow • seasceabee semi isoo u f,,ti veers solmeniption by mail or $500 for sixciunth's siiiweriptiun. Understand that thew rates are by tztail only sad that the mitascriptiun . ice .-y carrier or agent is to cents per wick. .
The Fe•ning Post publishes six or more edition* daily and the latest edition is sent toear_h reader according tots. tinny that it sill reach them.
The Peening Post is first in mrerythittg and has the most State news and bestmarket reports.
Far all (Sc people and •gamoit the grafter.
Int!ependent always.
Pot the }Lose.
tio Ensuing uid, Louievii.L.a. KY.
WINCIfteSTIA.
NUBLACK"
Loaded Black Powder Siells
4 Are Sere .Fire,
Will tand Reloading.
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I B. F. Sears FEMINI N E WOMAN THE COLORS OF SYRIA.
PRACTICAL SURVEYOR
'County Work a Specialty.
Old 'Phone 620-3. Tyler, Ky.
g. K. HENDRICK.
J. G. MILLER





Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms is, 3 and 4. Register Build-
ing. 533 1-3 Broadway.
C. MANNINO SEARS, M.D.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building
ge3 t-3 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.






T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE ete BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 35s.
Excursion Rates on
The Rivet
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, halo;
sUrdimined Ticket $5.00. meals and
berth incleded.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
bf five err over, St so each, witifout
mesh; basoo with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
farther particulars see
IL. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent
Wr GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
I. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOUR/40Y & REED
LAWYERS









FFICES: Benton, Ky., rem: Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room zz4. Fraternity Building.





Practice in all Courts of Ken
tncky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)




Polar seas are in every case shal-
cr than tropical.
woman talks about herself—or
to some other woman.
trisere is a sure fe%‘ aril for faithitt'
nce:—Horace.
o ‘411
9 notice," observed the square.
Sawed, pug-nosed man, who didn't look
ea if he'd know (hw difference between
the higher and bottler and a load cd
steam coal—"I notice that the back
advertising ends of some of the maga
sines publish a testimoulal as to the
merits of a certain brand of unscent-
ed toilet soap, written by one of the
short-haired ladies who has been do-
tng her little bit during the past hall
century or so toward obtainiug the
franchise for winner.
"The picture of the woman 'who
likes the unscented soap is run with
Lb. ad, and her testimonial is surely
a heap fulsome and gushy for • put.-
ty voluntary contribution.
"In the course of- her remarks In
the testimonies' she says this: 'I &b-
eer a perfumed woman:
"I'm going to take, with your kind
permission, a short-arm biff at that
remark of hers about the perfumed
Woman.
"I'm a regular bug over a well-per-
fumed woman.
"To me • perfumed woman is the
Peal Wag in femininity.
"Tna daintily perfumed woman, who,
when she swishes past you, has some
-Meg about her that makes you vague-
ly recall the old boneyauckl•-aavered
porch that you knew a quarter ef a
ecntury ago—she's the one for mini
She carries with her the suggestion of
espiscdelian meadows and starlit dells.
the cool aroma of cornfields at desk.
"She swirls by you and Leaves Is
'our heart • little chiming Imak to the
wild roses that you picked on youe
way to the old crick where yuu weat
to **Imola'.
"When the daintily perfumed wo-
man froofrous In er out of your ales
fou sort o' aim back to those old
mornings of sour kidbood when tn.
lust-awakened dawn smelt so sweet
after you'd turned out early to chop
the kindling wood for the kitchen Ore
"ekes feminine, the well-perfuntee
roman; that's all.
''l want 'em femieine
'Itrough for mine.
"Like 'em to Wear unsanitary clothes
pud things. I sever gave two leoks a.
uoman wearing these so-called coin
sou scuse clothes and shoes and sue.
gear, gad I never mut any *Qom rase
that did. I want 'ern to wear just as
sigh heels as over they blame plea,m
xi wear, and the tighter and straighter
front their corsets, why., the better it
snits me. The stayiess woman looks
like a combinatien of an Ellie bilatte
maitgrant and a fat lady out of a
Ruben, picture to me, and the worrier
with flat-heeled shoes of the so-cailee
tominoa-sense kind looks to me as It
she ought to be a policeman. or carry
toe the hod, or mot/lett:11mi like that
"Me tor the womanny woman.
-ietneue a lyre, or a harp. or a fie
Milburn. or • keen°, or any old thing
that may sing the glories and th•
praises of the pure!y femirine woman!
"She was here in the world's earl.
damn, and she's going to be right hen
alongside of us. I Lope. when we're
ttairtng SIM round-trip eaeursioas to
wars!
"l never could see the woman whe
wears men's bots-naited shoes, and sus
ponders. and such like, and who flags
scented soaps and perfumes and thing,
of that kind because she considers 'ern
too woes** tde
"All of the adoreeleness of women
consists in their femininity.
"It's bemires every once Is a, while
she gets her household work don.
early so she CIA 'go upstairs and have
a good cry;' It's beceuse she macerates
m into pulp With her 'because;' it's be-
cause she admits our premises and de-
nies our conclusions; it's because she'll
pucker her lips for baby talk when she
sees an Infant a block away; It's be-
cause Mee loves roses, and lacey *Inge
and two dollars-a-pound candy; It's be-
:siege she gives us the reproachful eye
only when we oaght to be sewed up in'
a blanket and clubbed to the verge of
the other world; It's because she'll dig
and delve and serape and scrap for her
husband and her little ones until ice
stalactites hang from the roof of Tar-
tarus; it's because sbe dabs at her eyes
with a little wad of • handkerchief v.a.
MCGREOORJ tit her nom is red when she sees hu-
man suffertng—it's just bemuse she's
teminine, pal, and a hull, big heap bet-
ter from every point of view than we
are just because she is feminine, that
she has us on the dead lope, and plum
loco over her, ever since the days of
the shepherd king of Egypt!
"If they want to perfume themselves,
let 'em. I, for one, like 'son perfumed
Let 'em do any of the old feminine
thing. that they want to do. They're
- pretty nigh always right, taking 'em en
maim, and they don't make half, as
many mistakes as we men do.
"Give me • lute, that I may chant of
the physical, mental, moral and spirit.
ual loveliness of the perfumed, who is
the typically feminine woman! Here's
hopin' that she'll be with us till tha
end of the world, and afterwardi
That's me!"—Washington Star.
all the we,,
Large Group of Bun Spots.
The officials at the naval observe.
tory announce that a large Poop of
solar spots was observed with the
photobellograph at that InstituUon
The group has advanced about two
days upon the disc of the sun visible
In this vicinity and is located in south
latitude. The group can be seen In
the naked eye, but with a telescope it
Is resolved into a man of smell spots,
closely grouped together. This is the
largest sun spot visible since lest
storing.
Feared the Worst.
TAte Puma—Why are you &Ara-
east? Does not the future look heisti
to gins? - •
The Dying Man- PIO. itastasie-
olevoliall ,
Iffarevlous Warmth and Depth Hark
the Landscapes of That
Country.
— —
The crowning glory of a Syrian land-
scape, hoWever, Is its brilliant coloring.
Before I left America it seemed to me
that the vete& tints of Tissot's pictures
must be exaggerated, but they fall short
of the reality, says the World To-day. Of
course, no artist can hope to reproduoe
the marvelous warmth and depth of the
colors in an eastern landscape, or to
Imitate the vague, soft hues that are me
characteristic of the Syrian atmosphere;
but it would be almost as impossible for
him to find tints that were overbright or
to arrange them in an order too daring
to be matched by the Syrian sun.
The very nights are full of color. The
moonlight is so brilliant that it is easy
to read a guide book; and, even on a
moonless night, and In the wilderness,
far from any city's glare, the starlighl
has bees so bright that I could see the
second hand of my watch and sould find
quite • distinct shadow cast by Jupiter.
• moonlit scene at home gives only the
Impression of light spots and dark
spots; everything is black or white or
gray, but hare in Syria the moonlight
shows all the colors of the rainbow. The
green of the trees and grain, the red of
the tile roofs, the blue of sea and Sky.
and the white of the distant mountairm
are softer and more delicate, but hard-
ly lees dialect, one from another, thaa
In the sunlight
But the sunset colors are the best of
all, especially where the mountains
come close to the sea. I hesitate to cam.
part Beirut with Naples; yet we haves&
clear skies here, the sweep of the bar is
much the mate, and, Isatead of smoky
Wesusins, there Is the splendid range a
Lobe/mote culminating in Jebel gunnin,
almost twice as high as the Italian
mountain, and for half the year crowned
with dazzling snow.
RUSSIAN PARISH PRIEST.
Sew Hs Is Regerded by Peasants
Over Whom He Wields
Power.
'Our priest," sirs the young Russian
peasant, who, through the mouth of
Ernest Poole, in Everybody's, describes
'The Night That Made Me a ReT0111-
klocist." "bad been the priest to our
grandfather. All of us children, and
even our mother 40 years before. had
been baptized by him. He was a tall,
thin, hard-eyed old man, In • black
gown; he had along beard and stiff locks
of gray hair down over his shoulders;
his bony fad was always tight and
stern: his eyes were dull, his deep voice
was slow and never had a glad sound
In It. Lie had no friends, but just rode
along the mountain roads alone. al of
as children. and even the old people,
were ;druid of him.
"Once, when I was very small, I was
delving a goat, with my little sister on
his back. The old goat was so mignon
that some ride fat merchants driving
by stopped and laughed. The priest was
with them. When they laughed he, too,
tried to smile kindly at us. That was
the only time I ever saw him try, and
the smile was just a grin, with no life
in it There was an old story that his
wife had not been afraid and had
%nese I him, but even rhe got worn out
and ran away. He never opened his
Mouth except for two things. Eithey
be spoke to God. chanting prayers and
masses, or else he spoke to the peasants,
growling: 'Pay, pay.'"
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
Ea the Orient Wearing of Trouser. II
the Exception Instead of
the Bela
If there is one thing presumably cer-
tain on this earth. In tneopielon of mast
of us, it is that skirt.* are essentially
feminine, and that the special feature
of masculine attire is a bifurcated gar-
ment. But nothing is further from the
truth, affirms the Buffalo Commercial.
which proceeds to prove what It asserts.
To this day the majority of the male ele-
ment of the human race, so far as It
wears clothes at all, is skirted. The man
or woman who goes east will see skirted
men everywhere—Arabs, Cashmeres,
Punjab., Bunnans. Chinese. Japantee.
Malays, to mention only a few. "The
trousers of the western world, though
they seem to the untraveled eye as fixed
and un al terrible as the Pyramids, are but
a passing fashion in the history of male
attire," says a writer in the Boston
Transcript. The fashions of the east
endure, while those of the west are eves
changing. That is true. Yet the bifuto
eated garment—the forked radish sty le
—.commends itself to the progresteva
Japanese of to-day. Men who do thInge
In war, athletics and business In these
days cannot wear skirts, blankets or
kimonas. When the western races
cease to bustle and sit down to meditate
they may discard trousers and revert t4
the ancient oriental styles.
All Navies Growing_ Larger.
About hall a century ago England
took notice of one fleet only, the
French. Now things have changed
law has revealed her naval power;
Italy has a fairly good navy! Wilhelm
rules over Germany and has an-
miunced that the country's future wee
fare must be sought for on the seas;
the United States wish to have tie
rivals on the ocean and Russia la b•
ginning to rebuild her fleet.
Fat, Meaty Part.
"Huzza" cried the first old man,
smoothing the near ;sealskin cuff of his
overcoat. "I have a part that suits me
perfectly as last."
"What is It?" asked the second
heavy.
"It is the part of a recluse, and is
tha second iict I hate to cook and eat
a mese of real buckwheat cakes and
pattaage."—St. Looter Globe•Detnuerafa
CURE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE HIS LAST STRUGGLE.
Six-Mile Walk Every Day Will
Serve as an Antidote for
the Game.
Alexander Peck, a well-to-do farm,
er, three miles south of this city, be.
eaves he has solved the football craze
with his son. Mr. Peck, reports the
Indianapolis News, has a boo of foot-
ball age, who attends the high school
In this city, and ha., for two years.-
When the football, mania first in-
vaded this section he was much sought
after to join the Alexandria team, as
be was of athletic build and possessed
of heroic courage. The boy confided
his-ambition to his father, who wanted
to know why he desired to join an or-
pulsation that meant weekly injury
and possible frequent disrigurement
"I peed the exercise," was the ne
Joinder; "I don't get enough exercise
1.0 enjoy my meals."
Pack, pare, was equal to the emer-
gency "Hereafter, my sea," said ha.
"instead of riding to school In the
morning on the traction line, and home
La the evening, you can walk. If that
dome not furnish you sufficient exercise.
I can find something else for you to
do in the mornings and evenings."
For almost two yeers, winter as well
as summer, except on rainy days, the
boy has trudged uncomplainingly te
Alexandria, three mikes away, and
betas in the same way. The exercise
has been beneficial, but financially it
Us bees a losing game for his father
for the boy's appetite has grown te
be something phenontual, as has his
growth in wear and strength, of itself
of far more value than money. Noth-
lag is ever said by the son of "leek of
exercise." and if he continues to hank-
er after inernbezship In the football
team, he is wise enough to keep It te
kinsself, fearing a nightly introduction
to a good-sized woodpile at home.
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
Those of Canada Bid Fair to Surpass
Any Others in the
World.
--
"Canada will yet furnish to the world
its trots supply. It will be jest the same
with iron as with wheat A decade fromnow Canada will ontstrtp all othercoun-
tries in wheat growing. The prochactioa
of iron at a cheaper rata than it can be
made elsewhere will cense Canada to
take a similar position as far as iron is
concerned, in ten years Canada will
have become a eat metallurgical Wan.
try. ,You will see an Iron industry In
this' dominion larger than in any other
country in the.world." Thus saltb Dr.
P. I.., T. Hernelt, the French metallurg-
ical expert, inventor Of the slectrie
smelting process tamed In his honor.
Pig iron, he says. is the basis for struc-
tural and other steel. "At present Can-
ada fronds 550.000,000 to W.000.000 Is
buying steel abroad. The idea ought to
be to make that steel in this country out
of Canadian material by the aid sot
Canadian water power and Canadian la-
bor. Think of what it means! The re-
tention in Canada of $60.000.000 now
yearly spent abroad, the supplying of
the new demand for steel rails, struc-
tural steel, and other (Owes of the prod-
act which have arisen in consequence
of the country's development the profit-
able rale of your surplus products in for-
eign markets, and the creation in this
country of numerous other industries
more or less slependent on iron and steeL
In Sweden the quantity of ore is suffi-
cient to supply the markets of the world
for 100 years. I should say Canada has
three times as much."
THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
Oolorado Ranchers Coma Upon a
Find That Is Rare end
Valuable'
The spectacle of 30 elk Inside as in-
closure is something rarely seen in
this country, but nevertheless such a
tight has been witnessed by several of
our ranchers recently, and within s
few miles of Plnedale, says the Denser
Republicen.
Mrs. M. J Westfall has a school seo
Lion near the head of Willow creek
which is entirely fenced, making an
Mclosure a mile square. This is well
ap in the mountains, and recently the
gate was left open, which is nenr the
trail, with the result tnat the elk en-
:med. "Uncle" George Smith and s
party of riders, who were out rounding
up their beef cattle, found It necessary
to ride into this pasture, and rode
right into the herd, which immediately
led and followed the line of the fence
making no attempt to go through.
The riders were without weapons
and contented themselves with watch-
ing the bunch for some time, and then
proceeded on their way. Ordinarily an
elk will go through barbed, wire fence
and scatter It fcfr great distances, but
this bunch did not. Great damage is
often done to the fences of ranchers
by these animals.
Johannesburg Court Finding.
Dismissed because he had married, s
Johannesburg bank clerk obtained
three months' salary and 110kfor libel
contained in the letter of dismissal,
the court remarking that any agree-
ment in restraint of marriage was
void, immoral and contrary to public
pond.
His Happiest Hour.
He—Do you remember the night I
asked you to marry me?
She—Yes, dear.
"For a whole hour we sat there, and
not • word did you speak. Ah! that
was the happiest hour of my Mel"—
!echo de Paris.
His Point of View,
Nurse—See, Charlie, thea stork has
brought you a nice little brother!
Charlie—Yes. that's the way! Just t
am getting as of the world NSW
petition begin4.—Y1leseah 101841411.si
Henry Jamieson Satterfield is disco,-
ered leaning over the library table gas.
lag intently at a photograph in his
hand. He hears tne sound of familiar
feet. Hastily sliding the picture un-
der a heap of papers, he turns to greet
the newcomer with a beautifully does
imitation of relief. (He speaks.)
"Why, hello, Tom, old man! Glad
you looked me up—bored to death, you
know, and all that. No, you didn't In-
terrupt me at all. I was just glaneing
over the evening paper. Say, this is
a treat. Nobody sees anything of you
since you went and got engaged. Don't
you ever take an evening eft? Lucky
the went away for the holidays or 1
ihouldn't see you now, I suppose. No,
I don't blame you. e;ella is a lovely
girl—a regular prize—but we fellows,
feel you've jest about dropped us, and
old friends, you know.
"Oh, come off! I don't either know I
how It. LI Just because you're in love ,
Is no reason for your fool insinuations?
that every one else is, too! No, sir!
A bachelor's life for me!
"Well, I can't help it It people do
gossip. A. man can't look at a girl
without every one's Setting the wed-
ding day. I'm sure I've paid no more
attention to Caroline than to a lot of
others. Wall, howl if you enjoy it;
still, I don't see any thing to laugh
about myself. elee'is a mighty fine girl,
thoueO, don't you think? So different
from most of the others—seems to ua-
derstroid a fellow anti all that and to
have a little sow. Wily, that girl-
-Now, see hero, Tem. Can't a man
speak admiringly of a &tri without your
Srinbiag that way' There's nothing
in it, I tell you. I've ttrought the mat-
ter over long ago and you don't catch
me running my neck into any patri-
monial Lexie" Why, I've Lien attract-
ed by lots of girls and I always out-
grew it. What if I'd married one of
em tolorc I came out of my Vance?
What's that? Different from the pres-
et:: strious attack? I am not suffkoleg
"r-on ary attaelz, I tell you.
"Yes. I had 'Christmas dinner at
cart:dines. Sne knew my folks were
el away and I thought it mighty Wee
at them to as% me. It was her moth-
tr's invit:.tion, of coulee I knew yood
say that—it's nothing of the sort. Her
..ither Is a lovely woman and hasn't
an idea of entire; for anyone. e,pe.
delly fcr ete. I think it's a pretty
s:ate of affairs when people can't ask
s'fellow to diuner out of simple kind-
ness of been ulthoct being sosp.ciel
of civil-la:1 flans. And what do you
think? Caroline had made the mince
pies and the salad herself. I never
tasad anything like tlo m. I tell you 1
lit.is to so a girl take an interest in
things about the bowie and it is all
the ta,:e creditakle when she doesn't
have to. Olost girls with three serv-
ants at home wouldn't be caught dead
in the kitrhen. Caroline says she likes
to cook and fuss around. She gets so
pink an her Lai: always roughs up
and curls ,round her ears when she
gets Intsyres-ed and excited. so I'll bet
she looks treat in the kitchen. She—
"Oh, cut it out. Tom. I'm simply
telling you about my Christmas dinner.
I am not raving over Caroline. Not
that a fellow would find it hard to rave
about her if he wanted to, only I don't
go it- for that sort of foolishness. Been
to any shows lately? I haven't I'm
outgrowing those musical-comedy
things. They are so tiresome. A per-
sou gets no root. out of them, Caroline
says. She likes a play that gives you
something to think about—problem
.plays, she calls them.
"Say. but she has trains! You ought
to twos heard the 1:rtr of talk she put
out about the last cue we saw. She
teok a d:ffetent view of it from the
Gate I took. I 1:ke to get her argutng,
tcr she rrows no excited! She always
has snmethine intirestang to say.
-What's that? See here, Tom, bow
many times must I tall you that you
are on the wrong neck? I don't see
how anybody could say I was in love.
I'm far tco comfortably situated in
these bachelor quarters to think of
gettIn7 married. I'll leave that to you
and other foolish young men. It
'old I take an extraordinary girl to
make rue change my mind.
"Oh, no Celia has a new photograph
of Caroline, has she? I must ask her
to pus them around. No-o-o, I haven't
any picture of Caroline—she's not the
sort of girl to Land out her photo-
graphs to all tbo men !the knows. I
don't care roueb about collecting girl's
pictures, anyhow—that belongs ,to col-
lege days. Aculdn't know what to do
with n rhotograph if I had it—just
clutter-3 up the place.
"Look out acre! You've knocked
over that heap of pa's. Never mind
(He makes a frantic grab for the
ph.dograph of an attractive young
woman which Torn bas picked up from
under the pile of fallen newspapers
and in smilingly holding out to him.)
"How extraordinary! How the deuce
could I have got hold of Caroline's pic-
ture and not know it? She must have
given it to me and I'd forgotten it.
Must you be going? I'm glad you
stopped in mid I've enjoyed hearing
all about your plans awl Celia's. Drop
in any time you oant to unburden your
soul, old man—hore's your hat Good-
night.
"Now, what in thunder was he grin-
ning about? These chaps that think
they've a joke en a fellow make ind
orett. Where del he put that picture
of Caroline? Oh, Fero it is! I never
aiw eyes lice hers!"--Chicago Daily
News.
Helpiere.
"1 Lear you loa your job.'
"I didn't"
"But you:re not werking."
"Na. But I didn't lose my job. The
boss took it away from me before my







Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us, You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know\how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since









Because it irons stnothly, not
rough..
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by








Hithest Prices Paid for Second-Hui
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Bay anything and sell eVerrbtai





NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS l'HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOP ORA TED




St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion out of Paducah.
• 
SILnn For the Round Trip teUV Tennessee river & rotor
It is a trip of pleasure, coratten
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave ea&
Wednesday and Saturday at p. as
For other information apply to Jas












-1109..**VIS 1 JUDGE LEAVES• : •
2. YOU CAN'T TRIFLE !
i WITH SICKNESS 14
O It
* In emergencies, prompt, exact, e'





as Our large patronage proves that :
ei
4
I we are giving just this kind of :
1
 service.
Whether you order the most
complicated prescription, a drink
di of Soda or simply want to buy a
tooth brush, you will receive the in




_ FOURTH & BROADWAY
*et e.r.. .4.46••••**********At
:Vire** + • • + 4, • • •
4.* *
f • 4 4 il 
POPULAR WANTL •
I 
Azov fii.t.14:.• • • • • • • • • • • •
4 OR RENT—New brick house
•F4if Jc,ferson-6 desirable rooms and
vice,trt;ble place, by month or
.T. B. HALL
•• • • .AilliITTENLORE REAL ESTATE
YTIA8TNCY Fraternity building.
• .,- . • FOR RENT—Elegant flats, See
Broadway. Apply to B. ti
(10•isl
•
' -foR RENT—cottage. $S per
,*!Itutith, three blocks from P. 0. apply
.14! South 5xth street.
(77 , 
talt RENT—The house No. 115
.Suuth Second. Apply to Biederman








WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
"le-bodied unmarried men between
ages oi 21 and 35; citizens of Ignited
States, of good character and tern-
pate habits, who can speak, read
And write English. For information
imply to Recreiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
ROOMS—Furnished or unfurnish-
ed. One single, two connecting rooms
with board. The Inn, No. 317 North
Seventh street. Call or telephone
501.
WANTED—Industrious young man
.or bookkeeper, stenographer and of-
nee work. Must write good hand and
have good habits. Address X, this
FOR RENT—Nice new cottage,




• LOCAL LINES. „AO
• •
44**,4 ******4141*•••••••••••
-- Alderman Ed Hannan is recover-
ng from his attack of fever
-The passenger train due yester-
day morning over the I. C. at 3:45 a.
▪ from Louisville, did not reach here
-antil noon yesterday going south, te-
•ng delayed by the floods and bad
• onnections. The train due in here
rom the south at noon yesterday was
.xld back three hours by floods and
„Iemphis connections.
—Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. Carneal
▪ Grahamville. have a new—
—Tom Gaines, the driver of the
_:ty flush tank last spring found a
pearl in a mussel shell discovered
.s. ng at Third and Clay. A few days
Ise Gaines sold the pearl to J. H.
e:cdden of Memphis for $86o.
—Walter Berry, the 8-year-old son
Mr. Marian Berry, of 11.14 South
Fourth, was skating Sunday upon the
.cc covering the backwater a few feet
erom home, when the ice broke and
he lad shot under it, but coming .up
is head broke the frozen coating on
op of water, and he was saved from
<frowning by his father who rushed
..stist and pulled the boy from the
looter.
She Leads the Styles.
Cecile, the crown princess of Ger-
many, is said .to lead the styles in.•
Jim capital of the German empire,
which never gave much attention to
the subject of dress before her corn-
:ALittit IL Sc has a sable mantle,ed with ermine, which cost
$300,000, a more beautiful one, how-
.tver, costing $350,000, being owned
by the czarina. The models for her
hats are ordered destroyed as soon
used.
, Carnation Day.
. Wm. McKinley's birthday Tuesday
• ' Jan. 2Ith Wear his favorite flower,
Aiit-*carnation; any color is appropri:-
ege-te. BRUNSON'S 529 Broadivey.
The way to keep friends k to keep
'aith
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
• ;•._ .41f1DVET• RESULTS.
* *
1: PERSONAL MENTION. • * THE THREEFOLD
CROWN OF WOMAN •*
FOR WEDDING .......******Useesstueste****** 4,.1„etb,...*************4***:
;Ilimmimmn
JUDGE D. A. CROSS TOMOR-
ROW MARRIES MISS IRMA
MILLEN OF BAKER'S
STATION.
JOHN LANE MARRIED IN
CANADA IN NOVEMBER
MRS. HENRY RUDY ENTER-
TAINED WITH LUNCHEON
FOR MISS DAVIS AND
PARTY.
Miss Martha Davis and Mr. Edward
Bringhurst tube United in Mar-
riage Tonight-8ocial
Events.
Judge 1). A. Cross leaves tomorrow
morning for Baker's Strion, Ky.,
v.liere at 6:3o tomorrow evening 'he
wilt: be united in marriage to Miss
Irma Millen, who makes her home
with -Mr. and Mrs. Edward Baker of
there. The nuptials will be a home
affair, very quiet, with no attendants
and immediately following the cere-
mony the couple come here to reside
at 707 South Fourth street. They
will take no bridal tour on account of
the bride having been sick for the
(As week Or two.
Former Padocahan Weds.
Friends here have just received
e ord that November to. 190j, Mr.
John Thorne Lane ad Miss Eva May
Kemp of Brighton, were married, and
went to St. Louis to 'slake their home.
Tee new' eeirces si derightful sur-
pritse to the trans of the well
known groom wlio wrs lvading
c,neensware de.ler of Padiicali for a
number of years, once owning Noah's
Atk and afterwards The Arcade both
flourishing houses. Four years ago
he went west lot his health and lo-
csted. He has Misdeeds of Paducah
friends who forward congratulations.
His bride is a beautiful woman of a
prominent Canadian lamas.
Many at Metropolis.
Miss Emma Rawlings and Mr. John
Cord, Jr., yesterday am-prised their
friends by quliptly jaicing thiemselves
to Metroplis, wiiere they were mar-
ried by Justice Liggett. Miss Min
nie Roark and Mr. .Claud Ford ac-
cempanied the pair, all of whom re-
turned In the afternoon.
Very popular arc the contracting
parties, the bride being a beautiful
and daShing young woman w ho re-
sided at 932 Clay street.
The groom is the sterling attache
oi the picwitilienuicrat mechanical
department. and son of Colonel John
Card, Sr., of that newspaper He is
a fine young fellow.
Entre Nouus Club.
Mi-• Francis 1Va!lace of North
Ninth, will entertain the Entre Nous
deb tomorrow afternoon at 2 ( •. clock.
Alumni Association.
At • o'clock Friday afternoon thc
Paducah Alumni association meets at
the Washington building auditorium
in monthly session, during which a
ninitical and literary programme will
be presented.
Society Open Meeting.
Very delightful and of many enter-
taining features was the open meeting
conducted yesterday afternoon by 'the
Church Furnishing society of the
First Christie') enure!m at ehe resi-
cence of Mrs. George C. Wallace of
'North Ninth street.
Luncheon for Bridal Party.
One of the season's most beautiful
luncheons was that of yesterday after-
noon by Mrs. Henry Rudy. compti-
ment/ry to Miss Martha Davis and
her bridal party. Unusually attractive
were the prevalent feantres, the cen-
ter piece for the festal board being
a cluster of beautiful white roses with
ribbons of pink extending from it
to the places. Hand painted were the
place cards, that for the handsome
bride representing a bride with bonnet
suspended. while those for the mat-
rons consisted of "matrons of honor"
with bonnets smaller than that for
Miss Davis. The pictures of grooms-
men were on the cards for 'the maids.
The attractive luncheon was spread
in nine courses, at the conclusion of
which toasts for the bride were re-
sponded to.
Around the table were: Mrs. Rudy,
Miss Martha Das'is, Miss Elizabeth
Sinnott, Miss Mary Scott, Miss Kath-
leen Whitefield, Mrs. Vernon Blythe,
Mrs. John W. Scott, 'Miss Evelyn
Walker, of Dyersburg, Tenn.. and
Hits Anne Rhea, of Nashvillle, Tenn.
Thursday's Dance.
The list for the dance to he given
by the younger' society crowd Thurs-
day night is on at Dr. Gilbert', drug
store.
Donation for Fountain.
The Daughters of the American
bevolellon of Paduenh yesterday re-
ceived a check for front Hon.






asimieliain sews t 
rI‘ta hook sliest
urely thie consecration should sill-
fir..9.,i0r oa pilgrimage through this r.
sad world.—
r 
Evansville Courier. Litydernta Cream
Dr. Dwight's .
For up-to-date cleaning and press- Prevents and cures chapped roughing garments tip to Solomon the Tali-
or, it South Third St. Two 'phones akin. Makes the skin soft, smooth
1 • 
VIER Ni1V8
The Buttorff went to Clarksville
yesterday and, coming back tomor-
row, departs at once for Nashville.
The City of Memphis came out
of the Tennessee river this morning
and skips out at 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon on her return that way. For sale only at
The Joe Fowler is in today from
Evansville and gets out immediate!)
on her return to that city.
The Harry Brown passed up yes-
terday en route to Pittsburg with
twenty empty coal boats.
Yesterday the Dick Fov.ler moved,
from her wharf landing to the iron
'unlace landing, where she will re'
m 
1 cH WASain until the rivers get low enough •,
for her to pass under the I. C. bridge
at Cairo, when she •will resume her Fast?
trips from here to that city.
The. towboat Birmingham arrived 111Mt. 111111 OR THIL ZGG4eesterday with logs frcun the Missis-
and white. Removes all blenaishen
lratmed by the cold winds.




d The Miirtha Hennen !eves in n . '11'I IT OVER
1(43iwactiLys.s.from Cincinnati with a tow
The towboat Margaret came In yes-
teed from the Tennessee river withf
li .,, of .ties.
Watchman Tom Kelly of the
steamer Buttorff is suffering from a
dire,p ,ggsh in hi, head caused by a
IlOtaing tree running under and lift-
ing the boat (cede; near Dover, Ten-
cnranitut essee v, and !cueing it fall on Kelly's
,
The Kit Carson went to Memphis
yesterday. Inspectors St. John and
Green inspected her and she was
found all right
The John S. Hopkins will be
trought here the last of this week
from Mound City where her repairs
were made and are about done.
The steamer India Givens burned
to the ssater'• edge Sunday at Hick-
rim, entailing a $it,oco loss. The
•.•I•a!red hull sank to the bottom of
the river, while five of the crew bare-
ly escaped by leaping-Into the streets.
NEGRO RURAL ROITTBEfind within herself a fund of strength , 
VIOLATED 111110REMEwhere they will reside. with which to support her thisband?
\1r. Oscar Gregory has returned in his grief, when, after all the stir
from a business trip to Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest 'Moore of
„Fifth and Clark streets, arc the par-
ents of a new girl baby, born this
morning.
Mr. Charles Payne of Fulton was
in the city yesterday.
-Mrs. J. E. Kiser of Rutherford,
Tenn., has arrived from Hopkinsville
Oa visit her daughter, Mrs. Harry
Johnson, wife of the clothier.
Mr. Lee Crumbaugh of it emphis
spent Sunday with his wife sled chil-
dren, who are visiting Mr. G. C.
Crurnbaugh, North Seventh.
Mrs. Adam Weikert has returned
from visiting in Kansas City.
Mr. Joseph Reeder has returned
from attending the bedside of his sick
(l•tighter in St. Louis.
Miss Maggie Sneed and brother,
splint Sunday at Mayfield. .
Mr. Frank Lucas and wife returned
yesterday from visiting in Wingo.
Colonel George W. Landram, of
Southland ,is in the city. He is out
cauvassing this district for the demo-
cratic trominatton for state railroad
commissioner.
Miss Clara Kontle, of St. Louis, it
visiting Mb's. Rosie Sneed.
Mr. Gus Swanson and vile went
tO Memphis Sunday to attend the fun-
eral of Mrs. George Duckett.
Lawyer La! Threlkeld, of Smith-
land, was hero yesterday.
Mr. Sig Levy, wealthy lumberman
cf Vienna, Aseria, arrived yesterday
to visit his brother, Mr. I). J. Levy,
the South Second street clothier, and
'sus sister, Mrs. A. L. Frank.
NIT$. Marianna Mayes. of Teees,
yesterday went to Mayfield after vis-
iting relatives here.,
Mrs. W. H. Pinkerton left Sunday
for G'hent, Ky., being called there by
the illness of her parents, Mr. and
Mr. ow ne
Mrs. S. S. Loeb, of Pdtsburfg, Pa.,
I s 14,44ing her ni4ter, "dirs. Jacob
Benedict of North Seventh.
Mc. Andy Clark and wile have re-
turned from visiting in Earlington,
Mr. Willis Gregory. wife and child,
of Chicago, returned home last even-
ing after visiting Charles F. Wilstach.
Miss Mollie Claiborne and Mrs.
Luta 11. Epperson, of Nashville, Ten-
ressee, will arrive today to attend
the wedding tonight of the hatters
brother. Mr. Edward Bringhorst. to
Miss Martha Davis.
Mr. Fred McCanaiess and bride,
nee Miss Mary Lou Byrd. have re-
turned from their wedding trip, and
yesterday went to Gokonda, Ill.,
Henry Yeiser of Cincinnati, the dona-
tion being for The fund out of which
tie women wilt erect the handsome
drinking fountain in the postoffice
yard. Mr. Wiser is the millionaire
owner of the Globe Wernicke factory
and brother of Mayor D. A. Yeiser.
Da via-B ringhsest.
This evening at 9:3o o'clock occurs
the wedding of Miss Martha Stewart
Davis and Mr. Edward Iluling Bring-
hnrst at the Broadway. Methodist
church. Rev. W T. Bolling, D. D.,
officiating. The ceremony will be
followed by a handsome reception at
the residence of the bride's grand
niother, Mrs. J. It. Fowler, of Ken-
tucky avenue.
The church will bc open until 8
o'clock this is-ening kir reception of
the guests.
Five Hundred Club.
ihe Five Hundred club will be en-
tertained tomorrow afternoon by Mrs.
Saunders A. Fowler of West Broad-
way
Reber-Englert Wedding.
Miss Maggie Reber and Mr. Lonnie
Englert marry this afternoon at 3
o'clock at St. Francis de Sales choreh,
Rev. Father Jansen officiating. Fol-
lowing the nuptials the bride's par-
ents. Mr: and Mrs. C. 5. Reber of
917 Clark street entertain with a re-
ception.
The Delphic Club.
The Delphic club meets this morn-
ing at the library, at which time Mrs.
Edmund Post reports "On The Trail
of Don Quixote," Mr. R. B. Phillips
on "Don Quxiote-Gervantes Smiled
Spain's Chivalry Away," and Mrs.
Frank L. Parham on "Prince of Span-
ish Geniuses.-
heitiriee Musical.
The Matinee Musical cleft, meets
tomorrow afternoon at Grace parish
house for their weekly programme.
Honest! perfect a 'marriage may
appear, something—indeed, its high-
est crown ot glory—is missing if the
blessing of children be •clenicd it.
Childlessness is one- of the bitterest
trials in a woman's life, and few
tell how hard the struggle may ha
been ere she learned to resign her-
self to her lot. To make it harder
still to bear the absence of this link,
the fact/that not one pledge of their
mutual affection has been granted
them to carry on their name, this,
their common disappointment, may
by the cruel irony of fate income a
source of estrangement. to the un-
fortunate couple. Even where this
does not take place, even if they
have not drifted apart, one may read
the whole extent of their disappoint-
ment in the eyes of such a childkss
Couple when they rest on the chil-
dren of others. To them the) largest
family does not seem too numerous;
It will appear to them that those on
whom this blessing has been most
richly bestowed hardly value it suf-
ficiently. And )tet their sorrow, to
whom heaven has never granted a
child, his as nothing compared to the
unspeakable anguish those parents
feel who have known this highest
happiness, but lost it. No other pain
is like to this; it is, indeed, almost
beyond the power of human endur-
ance to bear. And should then also
their common sorrow. instead of
drawing them closer together, tend
but to estrange the bereaved parents;
should the little grave, in which all
that made life worth living, all their
hopes and joys lie forever buried.
remain but as an open gulf between
them—heaven help them then; for
earthly help or consolation there is
none in the immensity of such dis-
tress. Even under ordinary cir9tn-
stances, where the two stand bradely
side by side to bear their loss toteethe
cr. it is overwhelming enough in it-
self to east an eternal blight over
both their lives. Above all, may
heaven help *he poor merther on
whom falls so cruel a blow!. Tot in
her case there is an actual bodily
pang, her own flesh and blood being
rent from her, in addition ,,tes the tear-
ing asunder of the heartstrings, to the
intoierable anguish of !be foul. And
with all this the world ofien expects
of her to wear a smiling face, and to
and bustle of public life-must afford
him momentary distraction from ftis
pain, while she is condemned to s't
at home by the empty hearth, where
everything does but remind her tit
her loss. No less degree of stoical;
fortitude is demanded of her diw!
that shown by the patient under the
surgeon's knife, and she Meows equal-
ly well that the wound inflicted ent
her—even if it apparently heals, and,
she seems to recover from it—w01
at the best leave her with an unlight-
ly scar, sensitive to the touch,' lot
the rest of her lift.
Something beyond and above pert
fortitude—blind, absolute resignation
to the Divine will alone—can enable'
is to bear this lasting pain. We
must accept it unquestionably. for
we cannot even guess the reason for
which our darlings have been re-
moved from our feeble grasp. Per-
haps it was that we did not rightly
understand 'how to fulfill the condi-
tions under which alone they could
blossom to full perfection. For in
eternity it is souls alone that count
and the one thing essential is that
they should be allowed to attain their
highest and best development. So
that if these. ..heaven's choicest flow-
ers, do not find the soil here favor-
able to their growth, they are at once
transplanted to other spheres. And
yet, though they were lent to the
earth but for such a moment's space
that they had not time to take root
firmly here, they brought into the
barrenness of our lives that sweet-
ness which would otherwise have
been a!together lacking. Like this
they will have fulfilled their mission,
and have no need to linger on- our
poor planet, whose function it is to
serve as a place of trial and proba-
tion to all the rest of us imperfect
and erring creatures. "Too good for
this world" is what we arc in the
habit of saying of these angelic vis-
itants, who but brush its surface wit4
their wings, and leave us to return'
to the home which we acknolvledge
to be rightly theirs, though our onmi
menrtoncas tssedo nue PrtasciDepartes -
to BeliTakzn Down.
' T'icore. rownentine rto-
•••• 
• ,';'‘ L.• • .111Clit 8 lit, roe rtiro:
rviso mAil carrier, ?ay.:
"Rural route Nf.. J. /Or of rest.-
Springs, which has bias ke •••
i'r4s for hry.!i year, was sweat-
onttnecd and the inane will
be distr.:bilged t' IIC patrons
from iiir .i• II originally
V622'. •
"There has been more or less trou-
ble in connection with this route ever
since it first started; from the fact
that a negro, Will George, was •c-
listokatf as the carrier, having made the
Newat 'ade in the examination.
The patrons at once objected to this
many of them tqok their t•rmes 
negero finally agreed, so
wl have been informed, that if the
r atrone would put their boxes back
lied It, him get the route in good
shape, he nole.! rk•ign as carrier
The patrons, or most of them, then
put their boxes up again. but George
never resigned. A great many
the patrons again refused to patron-
ize the route, which is the came of it
being discontinued.
IF YOU WISH TO KNOW
RING :03 OR CALL AT gall
litgADWAY AND WE WILL
**LAM ALL AROUT THE
NECESSITY OP EXPERT DS.
SIGNS ARTISTIC. ATTRAC-
• TIVk, UP-TO•ZATIC PIC-









Almost everybody knows that U.
cease should be paid in January; yet
some people Deem to forget it. This
is intended as a friendly remiader
FOR YOUR GOOD.
Ten per cyst must be added to all
license after 'February f. Naturally
this is not a plessaut obligation to
I • -.1-n in tertilea•in duty
ior the treasurer to collect it. There-




Kindly call at the
!fics at your tarn!'











Expect Accem Imo t.
Will posit, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or doe
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR, rift Fra
ternity building.
St. Louis' Leading Hotel.
When in St Loins stop at the Rau-
1 ten Hotel. you'll meet your friend•
the re.. A
H. R. Meyer, the revise° Artistic
40141 'Phone
hearts break at the parting.
Nature has invested woman with a,
two-fold nimbus, as virgin and as
SCHOOL BOOKS
AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES
We have every thing
•
needed by the scholars for the second
term. On a number o items we can save You money.
Come early, you might not get what you need if you wait
to long
1Boo 
ic kManD. E. WilsoK
AL Harbour's Department, Store






West Kentucky Coal Co.
=Office and LlevattSR:dORti Ohio
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